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PROCESS CONTROL GUIDELINES
FOR
CY 70 THORIUM CAMPAIGN

I.

INTRODUCTION
The Purex Plant was designed to conduct an aqueous separations process for
the resolution of irradiated uranium fuel elements into uranyl nitrate solution,
plutonium nitrate solution and neptunium nitrate solution. However, by
instituting a variety of routing changes and modifying or installing certain
vessels, a modified Thorex flowsheet may be utilized in the Purex process
equipment. In this flowsheet irradiated thoria elements are dissolved and fed
to a series of solvent extraction cycles. The thorium is separated from
uranium (U-233), the product of interest. The two products are purified and
loaded out in a fashion analogous to uranium-plutonium handling. The thorium
flowsheet has been successfully tested and utilized on a production basis in
Purex in the past.* During August, September, and October of 1970, production
plans require treating about U00 tons of irradiated thoria in the same manner.
In preparation for this thorium campaign, a variety of documents have been
issued covering the flowsheet*, criticality specifications*, nuclear and
chemical hazards^, quality control^, and process specifications*. The pur
pose of this document i s , as the name implies, to provide general process
guidelines and troubleshooting suggestions for the Process Control Engineer
on shift. That is , this document is primarily problem oriented and is meant
to be used in conjunction with the documents referenced above, particularly
the flowsheet document.
The structure of this document is as follows. Part II consists of a general
treatment of process control methods. Parts I II through V discuss, in the
flowsheet sequence, those problems pertinent to each equipment piece or
system and provide operating guidelines. Specific operations that are some
what different from those normally encountered in Purex (such as Feed
Preparation in E-Fll-l) are discussed at length. For those operations
routine to Purex, the reader is referred to the pertinent SOP's. Part VI
describes in general terms the sequence to be followed in initiating and
completing a variety of transient conditions. Conditions covered include
shutdowns, startups, and rate changes.
One note of caution; due to the complexity of the process, this document
cannot be inclusive or definitive. All problems that arise must be con
sidered within the overall operating context and the specific conditions
within which the problems occur. The information presented here is
designed to provide potentially fruitful avenues for approaching a
problem.
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PROCESS CONTROL
Control of an aqueous Separations process for handling irradiated fuel
elements consists of meantaining production of satisfactoiy products in
as safe and efficient a manner as possible. Satisfactory products are
those meeting pre-established specifications with regard to contaminant
levels and "clean" product separations. From a safety standpoint, process
control means attaining and maintaining equipment operations and stream
flcwrates such that the requirements set forth in the criticality specifi
cations, the nuclear and chemical safety analysis and the flowsheet are
met. Process Control for efficient operation consists of maintaining a
safe operation and of monitoring the plant operation for timely detection,
diagnosis and correction of off-standard conditions.
The principle methods of monitoring and controlling the process for
thorium operations are identical to those employed for uranium-plutonium
operations. These methods are:
. routine and special sample analyses
. instrumentation
. operating procedures
. process rate sheets and operating data sheets ; and
. plant and individual vessel (in some cases) material balances.
A sample schedule^ has been prepared and programmed into the Purex Labora
tory computer. The sample schedule was prepared on the basis of criticality
considerations, process monitoring requirements, and experience gained during
the previous thorium campaign. The computer provides a listing of the samples
to be taken each shift, and reports the analytical data. The data reports are
usually continuous transmittal of analytical data as such data becomes avail
able. However, reports can be generated for an entire campaign and for a
72-hour summation of the data for a specific sample point.
In addition, a document has been prepared which provides tipper and lower
limits for each analysis obtained from each individual sample point
The
range provided for each analysis represents the latitude allowed in opera
tion within which no rate changes are necessaiy.
The plant instrumentation used for establishing, controllings and monitoring
uranium-plutonium operations are utilized for identical purposes during the
thorium campaign. Modifications in ranges, high and low flow level alarms,
and high and low solution level alarms have been made where necessary to meet
the different requirements for thorium operations. In addition, new
instrumentation has been installed for new equipment or to provide data not
presently monitored. These changes have been listed elsewhere.^®* Some of
the relevant changes will be mentioned in the following discussion,
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In preparation for the thorium campaign a complete set of new operating
procedures has been prepared and issued. These procedures should prove
invaluable, particularly in sequencing startup or shutdown activities, since
operating experience with the uranium-plutonium process does not duplicate
thorium activities.
The process rate sheets are operating guidelines listing flowrates,
temperatures, column operating parameters, and other information for
systems and individual solvent extraction cycles. The rate sheets are
prepared by a Process Control Engineer and approved by a shift supervisor.
The rate sheet flows are calculated from the flowsheet and the pre
determined operating rate. Parameters not set by flowsheets are usually
obtained from other sources such as column, flooding curves or past late
sheets. The rate sheets are posted at the respective panelboards for
easy reference by anyone concerned with the operation.
The operating personnel on a two-hour basis transcribe operating data
from instrument readings to data sheets. These data sheets permit a
routine check of operating consistency. In addition, the data sheets
are collected and retained. These sheets then serve as a method of
checking extended periods of operation and provide historical information.
Material balances both for the plant as a whole and also around specific
vessels and equipment systems are to be maintained. The material balance
around the plant will provide a measure of overall plant performance.
Specific material balances around vessels and systems will provide critical
mass control by monitoring U-233 accumulations in addition to monitoring
and pinpointing waste losses. Of particular concern, aside from specific
feed tank U-233 inventor-i.es such as in TK-J1, TK-J21 or TK-J5, are the
1UC (E-HU-l) concentrator and the 1WW (E-F6-1) concentrator. The 1UC con
centrator is important as a result of its normally substantial U-233
inventory and potential downstream effects. The 1 W concentrator U-233
inventory must be carefully monitored in view of the subsequent neutraliza
tion of the waste (and consequently a potential for copius precipitation)
in TK-F18. Further, a U-233 material balance must be maintained around G
Cell, particularly during periods of high 1CW losses, and around R Cell
during periods of U-233 carryover into the Second Thorium Cycle.
III.

HEADEND AND FEED PREPARATION
A.

General
The significant differences between thoria headend operations and
irradiated natural uranium headend operations are as follows:
1.

The thoria decladding waste solution must be further treated for
product recovery.

2.

Dissolution of thoria requires fluoride in addition to nitric
acid.

un classified
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A feed preparation step consisting of concentration and nitric
acid adjustment is required prior to feeding the thorium nitrate
solution to solvent extraction.

In the text below the Headend and Feed Preparation steps are covered
in terms of anticipated or potential problems. The process control and
nuclear safety items are then summarized in Table I at the end of this
section.
B.

Charging
1.

Charge Size
The normal thoria powder charge consists of seven buckets. This
is approximately 3.2 tons of thoria. (The bucket contents will
vary slightly.) The amount of thoria powder charged to a dissolver
is limited to this amount by the capability of the dissolver
spargers to maintain particulate suspension.
Towards the end of the run approximately 58 tons of thoria wafer
material are scheduled as a series of charges to the C3 dissolver.
The amount of wafer material constituting each charge may exceed
the 3.2 ton figure given above.

2.

Charging
During receipt and charging of the thoria fuel elements,care
must be taken to prevent charging irradiated natural uranium
to a dissolver. Dissolution and introduction into the feed of
uranium will grossly contaminate the U-233 product with U-238.
In addition, the Pu-239 introduced into the feed would present
a gross criticality problem during the feed preparation step.
The plutonium would polymerize and precipitate once the feed
has been rendered acid deficient in E-Fll-1.
To prevent the charging of irradiated uranium fuel elements,
a number of precautions have been taken. These measures are
discussed in the^Hiter-Contractor Agreement and the quality
control program.
The following measures axe of primary
concern to the Process Control Engineer:
. The thoria cars are labeled on each end with a large red " T " .
. The thoria slugs are positioned vertically in the buckets
rather than horizontally as is the case with uranium fuel
elements. This permits visual inspection of the ends of the
top layer of fuel elements. Thoria elements are solid.
Uranium elements have a hole in the center.
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. The tunnel gamma monitor range is adjusted to a lower setting
(the "hotter" uranium slug should trigger the alarm),
. Any fuel element spilled to the floor will not be picked up.
This will prevent the picking v® of a stray uranium element.

Aluminum Can Removal

1.

Decladding Solution
The thoria is charged into sufficient 15 weight percent NaNOa to
cover the charge. Sufficient caustic is added (at a controlled
rate of 30 lbs. solution per minute) to achieve a mole ratio of
NaOH to A1 of 2.25.

2.

Dissolver Sparger Operation
Once the thoria is released from the cans, the solution must be
sparged to avoid plugging the nozzles on the spargers as well as
keeping the thoria particles from compacting. In addition, both
the inner and outer spargers must be operatedin such a fashion
that little of the
thoria is dispersed to the outer annulus where
it may plug up jet
dip legs.
During decladding the spargers should be operated in the following
fashion:

Step

3.

Inner
Sparger

Outer
Sparger

Charging

Off

Off

Heating (sodium
nitrate solution)

300 pph (steam)

500 pph (steam)

Digestion

300 pph (steam)

500 pph (steam)

Cooling Solution

50 scfln (air)

Holding Period

300 pph (steam)

500 pph (steam)

Declad Waste Jetting

300 pph (steam)

300 pph (steam)

V/l
O
O

C.

pph (steam)

Dissolver Off-Gas
The presence of NaN03 curtails the evolution of hydrogen during
decladding. In addition, the sparging dilutes any hydrogen or
ammonia evolved. The iodine monitors have had range changes made
to provide the capability of also detecting ruthenium in the
off-gas.
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Decladding Waste Disposal
The decladding waste solution is jetted from the dissolver to E Cell
for centrifugation to recover thoria suspended in the solution.
Hie jet-out dip leg is 6 inches short of the dissolver bottom to
preclude substantial thoria loss
In the event of Jet pluggage,
there are two methods of unplugging the line; use of a hydraulic
ram per standard procedure, and breaking the connection on the jet
discharge side of TK-D2, blanking the head, and then blowing back
into the dissolver using the jet motive steam. The latter is the
preferred method. It is covered by a special procedure (SOP 126.01).

D.

Decladding Waste Treatment

1.

Description
During natural uranium processing very little product is lost during
t-he decladding. When Getting thorium decladding waste from the
dissolver, however, about 10 percent of the Th02 is expected to
follow the waste. An additional operation in E Cell is required to
recover this thoria. After the decladding waste solution is collected
in TK-D2, it is Jetted to 1K-E3, and fed through either the G-E2 or
G-EU centrifuge for thoria removal. The waste solution is collected
in TK-E5, sampled and disposed of to UGS. The centrifuge cake is
slurried to TK-E1, digested to dissolve the thoria, and incorporated
into the E-Fll-1 feed.

2.

Solids Formation
Precipitation takes place if the decladding waste is not highly
basic. The decladding waste solution from the dissolvers shall be
greater than 5 weight percent caustic. However, eventually solids
will form despite the presence of this excess caustic. Therefore,
the solution should not be held in the building any longer than
18 hours. Of particular concern is the possibility of plugging
the waste line to UGS from TK-E5. It may become necessary to
routinely add extra caustic to TK-E5 either to the waste batches
or for tank flushes.

3.

Centrifuge Operation
The thoria solids in the centrifuge bowl should be washed and
slurried out with as little delay as possible. I f the centri
fuge is allowed to sit dry, the thoria will cake. The thoria
solids are slurried out with four acid washes. The extent of
cake removal can be gauged by the drop in the E Cell Beckman
gamma monitor level. I f necessary, additional acid washes may
be used for cake removal.
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Subsequent Thoria Treatment - TK-R1
The thoria slurried from the centrifuge to TK-E1 is butted with ANN
and KF and digested for about six hours at 70 to 75°C. The solution
is then sampled and transferred to TK-DU for incorporation in the
E-Fll-1 feed. A problem may arise with the sampler plugging.
Liberal back flushing seems to be the best remedy.

5.

Decladding Waste Treatment Scheduling
With all three dissolvers operating, occasionally more than one batch
of waste may accumulate in TK-E3. To avoid overloading the centrifuge*
only centrifuge the volume equivalent to one batch at a time. The
thoria collected in the centrifuge may then be combined with thoria
in TK-E1 from the previous batch. However, a six hour digest is still
required prior to transfer to TK-DU.

E.

Thoria Dissolution

1.

Dissolvent
The thoria is dissolved with Purex recovered acid and KF. The
recovered acid is 60 weight percent nitric. Sufficient acid is
added to the dissolver to achieve an initial mole ratio of nitric
to thorium of about 13.
The KF is added to the dissolver in two additions from TK-206.
The initial addition is 208 lbs. of solution added prior to
heating the dissolver. The second addition of 270 lbs. of solu
tion is added after two hours of boiling in the dissolver. Both
additions are controlled by the chem add batch controller.
However, the AMU tank dropout must also be checked to confirm
the amount. I f insufficient KF is added, the dissolution rate
is inhibited. I f excessive KF is added, extra AKH is required
when the ANN is added at the end of the cut to achieve an ANN to
F~ mole ratio of 3:1.

2.

Control of the Cut
The dissolution rate is primarily a function of the KF added, the
sparge rate, the acid concentration, and the dissolver solution
temperature. The KF addition is discussed above. The sparger
operation is discussed in item 3 below. The initial acid concen
tration is determined by the fractionator operation discussed in
section V-B. The boiling temperature as a function of thoria
dissolved and nitric acid concentration is given in figure 1 .
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FIGURE 1
BOILING TEMPERATURE
OF
THORIUM NITRATE SOLUTIONS*

BOILING
TEMPERATURE
CC)

NITRIC ACID CONCENTRATION (M )
*Taken from 1966 Thorium Dissolve? Operating Procedures.
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FIGURE 2
SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF THORIUM NITRATE SOLUTIONS*
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The end point of the cut is determined by period of time bciling (10
to 12 hours), terminal specific gravity, and terminal boiling tempera
ture. Due to the high sparging rates, the specific gravity reading is
too erratic to be of much use. However, during the end portion of the
cut, the sparger rates are cut back for short periods of time in order
that the specific gravity can be determined, and any trend in the
readings be projected. The amount of thoria dissolved based on the
terminal specific
can
estimated from figure 2 .
g r a v i t y

3.

Sparger Operation
During the dissolution, the spargers are operated in the following
fashion:
Cycle

Inner

Outer

Heating dissolver

200 SCFM

75 SCFM

Normal dissolution 60 minute duration

2U0 SCFM

75 SCFM

Redistribution cycle 15 minute duration

50 SCFM

200 SCFM

Holding cycle,
sampling, or spe
cific gravity check

50 SCFM

50 SCFM

The thoria dissolution cycle consists of 60 ninute periods of high
inner sparger rates - low outer sparger rates, alternating with 15
minute periods of thoria redistribution. The purpose of the thoria
redistribution cycles is to move any thoria from the outer annulus
back into the inner solution annulus. Also, at certain time inter
vals in the cutting period, the spargers will be reduced to the
flows given above for holding and sampling. This will permit a
more accurate fix on the solution specific gravity.
In order to prevent erosion of the dissolver bottom beneath the
sparger nozzle, the impinging air velocity must be kept belcw 50 fps .1
This limits the inner annulus sparger to 300 SCFM and the outer to
260 SCFM. As a backup method of control, the sparger back pressures
are limited as follows:

Dissolver Weight Factor

0
20

Uo

60
80

Maximum Back Pressure
Inner
Outer
13
15
17
19

21

20
22
2k

26
28
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Material Balance Around Dissolver
A material balance based on charge data and samples of the
dissolver "cut" solution is made for each charge. The material
balance should account for about 90 percent of the thoria
charged to the dissolver. The missing 10 percent should be
partially accounted for by TK-E1 samples. This material balance,
coupled with visual examination of the empty dissolver from the
crane, should detect gross quantities of undissolved thoria. Any
undissolved thoria will cake on the bottom of the dissolver; and
if a large quantity of thoria accumulates, the sparger nozzles may
plug up. I f thoira "sand" becomes visible in the grate, a heel cut
should te taken.

5.

Dissolver Off-Gas
As mentioned in C-3 above, the off-gas iodine monitor ranges have
been changed to permit detection of ruthenium. In addition, some
ruthenium decontamination is obtained across the Backup Facility.
The absorber columns (T-XA and T-XB) in the Backup Facility are
operated on reflux water alone since there is very little nitric
acid in the off-gas. Fresh demineralized water additions will be
made when the tank contents (TIC-XC and XD) are periodically changed
out, or to compensate for loss due to evaporation.

F.

Feed Preparation
1.

Description
Feed preparation consists of concentrating the weak dissolver
solution and rendering the concentrated solution acid deficient.
The feed specifications for HAF are:
. HN03 (-) 0.026 to (-) 0.079 lbs/gal.
. Thorium 2 .3 to 3.3 lbs/gal.
. U-233* less than or equal to 2000 gm/ton.
* Criti.cality Prevention Limit
The dissolver solution is concentrated and denitrated by steam
stripping in E-Fll-1. The concentrate (the feed solution) is
sampled for accountability and acceptability in TK-D5. I f necessary,
50 weight percent caustic can be added to TK-D5 to lower the acidity
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to within specifications. Also, the feed can be diluted with water
in TK-D5. I f a nitric acid butt is required, it is made in 3K-E6.
Also, rework U-233 can be added to TK-E6 via TK-L11. If the U-233
grams per ton exceeds the 2000 gm/ton limit, rework thorium can be
transferred to TK-E6 from either TK-K1 or TK-K6 .

2.

Operation of Feed Concentrator (E-Fll-l)
a.

Description
E-Fll-l is a modified sectionalized concentrator. Only the
east reboiler section contains a tube bundle. The west reboiler
contains a cooling coil and a submerged water motivated jet. The
operation is batchwise, and consists of:
Accumulating a p reset amount of thorium in the concentrator

(approximately 11,050 pounds);
. steam stripping the nitric acid by boiling off a continuous
water addition to the concentrator bottoms (approximately 2000
gallons of water added at a rate of 15 to 25 gpm is required);
and
Jetting the hot contents of the concentrator to TK-F12 via the
submerged water motivated jet (for dilution purposes).
b.

Control of Thorium Accumulation
A material balance is made for each F'll batch. The amount of
thorium accumulated in E-Fll-l during each boilup is determined
by dissolver samples and TK-DU dropout. After accumulation of
the preset amount of thorium nitrate, the solution is concen
trated to about 3.0M thorium. The concentration endpoint is
arrived at by E-Fll-l volume and thorium inventory. As secon
dary controls, the endpoint temperature should be about 135°C
and the hot specific gravity about 2.35.

c.

Control of Acid Boiloff

The a c i d boiloff is primarily a function of the amount of water
added and boiled off. The amount of water added is determined
from either the dilution water add rate or the dilution water
add totalizer. As secondary controls, the terminal specific
gravity should be about 2.15 and the terminal boiling temperature
(solution) should be approximately 115°C.
d.

Solution Transfer to TK-F12
The concentrated acid deficient feed solution in E-Fll-l has a
freezing point of about 55°C. As the hot solution (about 75°C)
is transferred to TK-F12, it is diluted 1:1 with demineralized
UNCLASSIFIED
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water (which also supplies the motive force to the transfer jet).
c.

Fll Off-Gas
The feed concentrator tower has a demister pad to provide fission
product and Pa-233 D.F. In addition ANN is added via the upper
spray nozzle to complex any free fluoride on the pad. The vapors
pass through a condenser and from there into the condenser vent
system. The condensate, depending on the fission product level,
may he routed to either TK-F3 or TK-F7 (see below).

3.

Problems Associated with E-Fll-l
a.

Steam Supply
Due to the high boiling temperature required during the thorium
accumulation step, it is imperative that the tube bundle chest
pressure be maintained at greater than 60 psig. The steam
supply to the tube bundle at the header is about 85 psig. When
drawing a heavy steam load this may drop to 75 psig at the Fll
steam PRV. As a result, the steam load on the tube bundle and
the chest pressure as controlled by the steam condensate DOV
must be carefully balanced to achieve the optimum steam flow
and chest pressure.

b.

Fission Product Acitivity in the Fll Condensate
The concentrator tower demister pad should provide sufficient
fission product DF. However, unlike E-F6-1, sugar is not
added to suppress ruthenium volatilization. Should high
ruthenium levels appear in the Fll condensate, a line will be
installed from AMU to E-Fll-l (with a jumper to be fabricated)
to provide sodium nitrite. A flow rate will be established
for the nitrite addition to E-Fll-l. In the event that other
fission products reach high levels in the Fll condensate, the
condensate will be rerouted to TK-F10 and incorporated in the
1WF, for the additional fission product DF obtained across
the E-F6-1 off-gas system. This action is necessary to main
tain low personnel exposure in the Sample Gallery and
Fractionator building.

c.

Fll Submersed Jet Failure
In the event of jet failure, the primary concern is to maintain
the E-Fll-l temperature above 75°C. Otherwise thorium nitrate
may precipitate. Corrective action to be taken depends on the
E-Fll-l solution inventory (refer to SOP 129.05). I f the jet
failed with the concentrator practically full, the jet is to
be changed out. I f the new Jet fails to work also, an attempt
to jet the solution using the steam motivated jet will be made.
For any of the above cases , the TK-F12 temperature must be
(Continued page 19)
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF PROCESSING AND
NUCLEAR CONTROL FOR HEADEND
AND FEED PREPARATION

Item
1.

2.

Control Guide

Control Methods

Comments

Charge Size
(Powder)

7 buckets (,,3.2
tons Th02 , ^00
lbs. Al)

Direct count bycrane operator

Irradiated
Natural
Uranium
Bucket

Not permitted

Bucket stacking,
tunnel gamma
monitor, large
"T“ on thoria
car.

Wafer
Material

Twenty charges
to C3 at tailend of run.

Two green tubes
positioned diagonally
on top of bucket.

Volume of
NaN(>3 Added

Sufficient to
cover all ele
ments charged.

Observation by
crane operator.

NaN03/Al
mole ratio

1.3 mole NaN03
per mole Al.

Charge size,
nitrate solu
tion concentra
tion and volume.

„12U lbs. Al/
ton Th

NaOH/Al
mole ratio

2.25 moles NaOH
per mole Al

Charge size,
sodium hydroxide
solution concen
tration and vol
ume .

„12U lbs. Al/
ton Th

NaOH
Addition

_<30 lbs/min
50# solution

Flowmeter

Digest Time

2 hours

Clock

Content
of dissolver
off-gas

<2% Vol . 1

NaOH additi on rate,
dissolver air bleed,
NaN03.

Charging

Covered by
i nte rc ontract or
agreement.

Decladding
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TABLE I (cont'd. )

Item
3.

Control Guide

Comments

E Cell Operation
Chemical Addition

Decladding Waste
NaOH Content
Retention
Time of
Decladding
Waste in
Plant

it.

Control Methods

<18 Hoxirs

Times listed on
Data Sheet

Solids in
TK-E5

Minimum
possible

Duration of
jetting time

Solids holdup
in centrifuge
after slurryout

Minimum
possible

E Cell Beckman

Dissolvent

60 % HNO3

U1 & U2 samples
Flowmeter, TEC-206
dropout

Nitric
Required

>10 moles KNO3
per mole TI1O2

Charge Size,
Chem Add Integrator

Dissolution
Temperature

120°C dropping
to approx. ll 6 °C

Thermohm, steam
to dissolver coils

Dissolution
Endpoint

10-12 hrs.
Terminal SpG of

Timed Cycle,
Board SpG

Periodic
caustic flush
of TK-E5

Thorium Dissoluti

-1.51+
Al/F"

3:1
minimum1

KF add above
ANN tank dropout

Dissolver
Heel

Minimum
possible

Dissolver Material
Balance
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TABLE I (con'd.)

Item

Control Guide

Contol Methods

Thorium con
centration
after thorium
collection

3M Th
SpG _1.35

Thorium input,
solution volume
boiling tempera
ture

Nitric Acid
Concentration
(TK-D5)

-0.026 to -0.079
lb/gal acid
(deficient)

Caustic butt in
D5 Acid butt in
E6

Sampled in
TK-D5

Thorium Con
centration
(TK-E6 )

2.3 to 3.3 lb/
gal Th

Thorium input
and solution
volume

Sampled in
TK-D5

Comments

Feed Prep.

Chemical Hazards Control Specifications and Standards.8
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maintained at or above 75°C. I f Jetting fails, an attempt will
be made to dilute the thoria solution by adding sufficient
demineralized water to the concentrator to raise the volume to
the overflow point. For this case* an overflow Jumper will
have to be installed. Should the water dilution jet fail with
the concentrator volume belcw 1100 gallons, this heel will be
diluted to feed specification with water and jetted with the
steam motivated jet.

XV.

SOLVENT EXTRACTION
A.

General
Utilization of the thorium flowsheet in the Purex solvent extraction
battery requires major changes in equipment duties. As a result, some
changes are required in the process control methods. Changes in equip
mentduties range from a relatively minor change
in the product of
interest in K Cell to substantial modifications such as the elimination
of the backcycle system. The changes in process control methods result
primarily from the somewhat different chemistry of thorium nitrate in a
TBP system and from dealing with fissile uranium rather than plutonium.
Tiie following changes in equipment duties are perhaps the most important
with respect to overall effect on process control.
. The backcycle system is eliminated. The E-H^-l concentrator prepares
feed for the Second Uranium Cycle, the J Cell Package. Hence, product
losses via the second cycles and the Third Uranium Cycle waste streams
are real.
. The J Cell Package becomes a standard solvent extraction cycle in
the
process sequence rather than a neptunium batch collector in theback
cycle .
. T-H3 is operated; as a 1C Column, it functions as a uranium strip
column similar to T-J7 under normal uranium processing conditions.
. T-J4 is not operated; T-J7 becomes the IBS column and it functions
as a thorium scrub column similar to T-Ji+ under normal uranium
processing.
. The N Cell continuous ion exchange unit is not operated.
. The Q Cell

batch ion exchange unit is not operated.

The major changes in process control methods as presented in this doc
ument result from the requirements of a thorium-TBP flowsheet and from
dealing with fissile uranium rather than plutonium. In the extraction
of thorium into a TBP solvent, the distribution coefficient is a factor
of ten lower than that of uranium. As a result, thorium saturation of
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the solvent cannot be relied on for adequate fission product decontami
nation as is the case with uranium-plutonium flowsheet acidities.
Therefore, a low acid, high nitrate flowsheet is used for the HA Column.
Under low acid conditions the various fission products (predominantly
ZrNb-95) and Pa-233 remain relatively inextractable. Hie high nitrate
is partly provided by the ANN in the HAF and partly by a small, 60
percent nitric acid stream added to the bottom of the HA Column. The
HAP is rendered acid deficient by steam stripping the nitric in E-Fll-l.
In addition, phosphoric acid is used in the HA Column and the thorium
cycle scrub streams for Pa-233 DF end ferrous sulfamate is added for
plutonium and chromium (corrosion product) DF. However, for the sol
vent extraction battery as a whole, decontamination from fission pro
ducts and waste losses are controlled primarily by adherence to flow
sheet aqueous to organic ratioc in the columns.
One other characteristic of a thorium-TBP flowsheet is the precipitation
of solids consisting of thorium associated with solvent degradation pro
ducts. This solids formation is primarily a function of solvent exposure
to radiation, predominantly Pa-233 (for thorium operations). Under low
acid conditions, such as those encountered in the 1C and 2E Columns,
this material precipitates. As the material accumulates on a column
cartridge, the stability of the column deteriorates. Columns
particularly affected are T-H3, T-K2, T-K3 and T-J23.
The major operating considerations that result from the presence of
^
fissile uranium are covered in the criticality specifications document*.
One phenomenon of concern is the high extractability of uranium in a
TBP solvent. Solvent accumulated in a vessel containing U-233 with a
moderate nitric acid concentration will become saturated with uranium;
the concentration in the organic depending on the specific conditions.
This potential hazard requires close control of U-233 concentrations,
stream acidities, and column and vessel operations. In addition,
material balances will be kept around the plant and specific vessels
and systems to monitor U-233 throughput and accumulation.
The following discussion covers the major equipment systems making up
the solvent extraction battery. Potential problems, both from a
general process control point of view and from the standpoint of
criticality control, are described. Remedial actions are suggested.
At the end of the Solvent Extraction section, there is a diagnostic
table summarizing problems anticipated, methods of detecting off-standard
conditions, and suggesting remedial actions. However, one note of
caution; this information is not meant to be definitive. Any problem
that does arise will have to be considered within the overall operating
context. The information presented here is designed to provide
potentially fruitful avenues for approaching a problem.
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Code contaminati on
Description
The HA Column (T-H2) is the first extraction column. Under steadystate conditions, it provides most of the fission product decontami
nation. As mentioned above, the HA Column ’’salting strength” results
from the high total nitrate concentration and the presence of
thorium, rather than from the nitric acid concentration as is the
case with uranium-plutonium operation. The streams entering and
exiting the HA Column are listed and charajterized below.

2.

Stream

Characteristics

Source

HAF

Acid deficient thoriuia nitrate
feed solution.

TK-H1

HAX

Fresh 30 percent TBP solvent.

#1 Solvent
Treatment
System

HiS

Dilute nitric aqueous scrub
stream containing phosphoric
acid and ferrous sulfamate,
batch makeup.

TK-209 81 210

HAX-HNO3

60 percent (recovered) nitric

Recovered
Acid System

HAO

Organic recycle stream con
taining U-233 and some thorium

TK-J2

HAP

Organic stream containing
thorium, U-233, and some
fission products; flows to
BC-J3.

Overflows out
the top of
bhe HA Column

HAW

Aqueous waste stream con
taining nitric acid, ANN,
and most of the fission
product content of the
HAF; flews to TK-F7.

Flows out the
bottom of the
HA Column

acid.

Process Control
Process control of the HA Column operation consists of maximizing
the fission product and Pap-233 decontamination while minimizing the
thorium and uranium losses. The key parameters and their normal
or acceptable values are tabulated below.
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Stream

Parameter

Process Control Value

HAF

Flowrate
Thorium Cone

100 flows % 1.0 C.F
2.3 to 3.3 lbs/ gal

HAM

HNO3 conc.
Thorium conc
U-233 conc.

. 0.83 lb/gal
Non-detectable
Non-detect able

HAP

Pa
ZrNb

63 - U2
9h - l3

The HAF flowrate must be closely controlled. Fission product
decontamination is partly a function of the column aqueous to
organic flow ratio. Further, the HAF rate determines the plant
operating rate. Consequently, significant deviation of the HAF
from the rate sheet flow will result in off-standard conditions
in the subsequent second and third cycles. The HAW product losses
and the HAP fission product levels are the primaxy indicators of
column performance. The U-233 grams per ton in TK-J3 coupled with
the feed grams per ton provide a check on the U-233 throughput and
a secondary check of the HAO U-233 recycle.
Optimum fission product and Pa-233 DF in the HA Column is partly
obtained through saturation control and partly through chemical
means. Saturation control is maintained primarily by adjusting
the HAF-HAX ratio in light of HAW product losses and HAP gamma
monitor trends. The HAP gamma monitor range has been changed to
provide detection of Pa-233. The thorium saturation in the solvent
is lower than that of uranium due to the reduced extract ability.
As a result, the column d/p's and the organic specific gravity are
not as sensitive to oversaturation as was the case during uraniumplutonium operations. However, should the column become over
saturated, the thorium will show up first as a waste loss. The
condition can be detected and corrected before substantial
quantities of U-233 are lost. In the event of undersaturation,
the HAP gamma monitor rise will provide the first indication.
Until this monitor is calibrated, however, sample results will
have to be relied on for quantitative evaluation. In either
case, a saturation problem is easily corrected by adjustments
in the HAF to HAX flow ratio.
I f saturation is not a problem, thorium losses can be decreased
by increasing the HAX-HNO3 . This provides additional salting
strength in the bottom of the HA Column where the thorium concen
tration is too low to provide self-salting. High fission product
levels in the HAP, that cannot be attributed to undersaturation,
may require adjustments in the HAS flow rate, or butting of the
on-line HAS batch (if out of specifications).
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Column Stability
The HA Column is operated organic continuous, hence the interface is
at the bottom of the column. The interface recorder-controller con
trols the HAW letdown valve. The stability of the column operation
is ascertained from the static, extraction and scrub d/p's, the
stability of the interface reading, and the organic specific gravity.
Instability in an extraction column is characterized by holdup of
aqueous. Consequently, increases in column d/p's coupled with a
decrease in the HAW letdown valve loading pressure are the most
obvious indications of partial flooding. Adjusting the pulse
frequency is the most obvious and successful action that can be
taken. Should the unstable condition continue, the column flowrates may be reduced, or the feed to the column shut off and the
column stripped out.

k.

Criticality Prevention Controls
There are no criticality problems associated solely with the HA
Column, with the exception of inadvertent selective precipitation
of U-233 in the HAF tank or the HA Column. Process blanking of
chemical add routes prevent the addition of precipitating agents
to TK-H1.
However, the U-233 gms/ton in the feed is monitored and controlled.
The criticality prevention limit on TK-H1 is 2000 gins/ton. This
limit is required for safe operation of the Second and Third
Uranium Cycles at the flowsheet rates. Some of the feed batches
will approach, and may exceed, this limit either due to the thoria
charging sequence or to substantial U-233 reworking. In either
case, cold thorium nitrate will be reworked from TK-K6 via TK-E6
for blending purposes. Cold thorium reworking is discussed in
the Second Thorium Cycle below.

C.

Partition System
The partition system consists of the partition column (T-J6 ), the
thorium scrub column (T-J7), a uranium strip column (T-H3), and
associated vessels. This system separates uranium and thorium.
Both are stripped into aqueous phases and concentrated as feed for
the respective second cycles. Ike operations involved require close
control both from the standpoint of maintaining steady-state con
ditions and avoiding situations that might lead to exceeding U-233
criticality limits.
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IBX Partition Column (T-J6 ) - Aqueous Continuous
a.

Description

e

The partition of uranium from thorium is accomplished by taking
advantage of the difference of the relative extractabilities
(distribution ratios) of uranium and thorium in a 30 volume
percent TBP solvent. A dilute nitric aqueous stream (the 1BX)
is the partitioning agent. The nitric is sufficiently dilute to
strip out the thorium. There is sufficient salting strength
from the nitric acid and thorium present, however, to prevent
the stripping out of most of the uranium. The thorium exits
the column via the IBXT stream to the IBS column (T-J7). The
uranium retained in the solvent exits out the top of the column
as the 1BU stream to the 1C column (T-H3). Process control of
the partition column operation is primarily a matter of adhering
to the flowsheet. Important parameters are summarized below.
Flowsheet
Valued

Criticalixy Prevention
Control Range^_________

1BX nitric acid
concentration

.0.105 lb/gal

>0.0625 lb/gal

1BX Temperature

30°C

<35°C

1BXF Temperature

30°C

135° C

IBX to 1BXF Ratio

.0.53

<0.7

Parameter

b.

Operation
(1)

1BX Stream
The 1BX is line blended and sampled from the old 1CX
sampler. Of primary concern is maintaining a constant
1BX rate, hence L/V control, and monitoring the nitric
acid concentration. High and low flow alarms on the
1BX water and nitric flow controllers provide a measure
of safety in terms of low nitric flow and excessive 1BX
flow. In addition, the IBX is periodically sampled.
Two problems may arise with 2BX sampling. The first is
that the sampler has a "memory" due to the length of
pipe. Consequently, the sampler must be adequately
purged evexy time it is used, especially right after
startups. On occasion, the sampler may appear to "hold
up" either due to airlocking or slight vacuum on the
other end, Opening and closing the sampler valve several
times is an effective technique.
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(2)

1BX Column Operation
The 1BX column is operated aqueous continuous. Ihe interface
level controls the 1BXT flow. Column instability is
evidenced by decreases in the upper and/or lower d/p's and
a dropping column static pressure. Due to the moderate flowrates encountered, the 1BX column operation during the thorium
campaign should 'e quite stable.

(3)

1BXT Flow
Due to the difference in static head between the 1BXT outlet
on T-J6 and the inlet on T-J7, the use of an airlift is
required at peak processing rates to maintain rate sneet
1BXT flow. Care should be taken in adjusting the air flow
rate. Optimum airlift operation occurs between 3 and 6 SCFM.
Excessive air flow inhibits the IB XT flow and may result in
1BXT solution being entrained into the vessel vent header.

(h)

1BU Sampling
The 1BU sampler utilizes a small pot in the 3BU jumper.
Two problems may arise with 1BU sampling. The first is a
consequence of the sample pot location. Excessive air flow
to the recirculation jet may affect the 1BU flow, hence
the interface stability in T-H3 and T-J6 . To prevent this,
a special sampling procedure has been written which sets a
maximum motivation air pressure to the jet of 50 psig. The
other problem results from the fact that the sample pot is
higher than the point at which the sample is taken in the
sample gallery. The potential exifets for gross transfer
of IBXT solution to the sampling hood. To prevent this,
the special sampling procedure requires that the cup
suction valve be closed whenever sampling is not in progress.

b.

Inadequate Partitioning
(l)

Thorium Following the Uranium
This results from either too high a nitric acid concentra
tion in the 1BX, or too low a 1BX rate for the thorium
throughput. In either case, the situation should be
carefully corrected to avoid overreacting. There is some
thorium decontamination across the Second and Third
Uranium Cycles, hence the situation is not intolerable.
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(2)

Uranium Following the Thorium
This situation is quite serious. The uranium will pre
dominantly recycle back to the HA Column via the HAO thus
resulting in a higher effective gms/ton in the 1BXF.
Should the amount of recycle uranium become excessive
(in excess of 8 percent HAF input), thorium product will
have to be recycled to TK-E6 to avoid exceeding the
allowable U-233 feed rate and/or concentration in the
feed to the Second and Third Uranium Cycles. The decision
to recycle thorium product will be based on the feed and
TK-J3 U-233 gms/ton, and the 1BXU U-233 concentration.
Another possible consequence of excessive uranium in the
1BXT is the potential for exceeding the U-233 limit in the
Second Thorium Cycle should the J7 operation deteriorate
at the same time.
Excessive uranium loss via the 1BXT stream can be caused
by too lew a nitric acid concentration in the IBX ov an
excessive IBX L/V. The IBXT and the TK-J2 sample results
detect the condition. Remedial action consists of
resampling the 1BX and adjusting the 1BX nitric flow as
necessaiy.

2.

IBS Column (T-J7) - Aqueous Continuous
The IBS Column scrubs the thorium aqueous stream with a fresh sol
vent stream for additional U-233 removal. The organic scrub stream
is then collected in TK-J2 and continuously pumped to the HA Column
as HAO. ISie thorium remains in the aqueous and exits the column in
the 1BT stream. The 1BT stream is concentrated to feed concentra
tion for the Second Thorium Cycle in E-J8-1.
Operation of T-J7 under steady-state conditions is largely a matter
of adhering to the flowsheet L/V (approx. 2.9) for optimum uranium
DF. The IBS flow controller low level alarm has been reset to pro
vide a warning of off-standard L/V. The E-J8-1 operation is con
trolled by maintaining the flowsheet specific gravity and boiling
temperature.
Criticality problems arise when the 1BX Column uranium loss becomes
excessive. This is covered above. However, one immediate action
step that may be taken in the adjustment of the IBS flow in light
of the higher uranium level. This action will provide a measure
of safety in the Second Thorium Cycle. Most of the uranium intro
duced into the Second Thorium Cycle will follow the thorium.
Based on R Cell, the K Cell solvent extraction criticality pre
vention limit is 30 gms U-233/ton. Should the K3 operation be
off-standard with respect to high thorium, acidity, and/or 1:: j
2EX flow, the R Cell U-233 inventory becomes a concern.
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1C Column (T-H3) - Aqueous Continuous

The 1C Column (operated aqueous continuous) back extracts uranium
into a weak nitric aqueous strip stream (1CX). Kie product bearing
aqueous stream (1CU) is jetted from the bottom of the 1C Column to the
1CU concentrator (E-H^-l) for preparation as Second Uranium Cycle
Feed. The organic waste stream (lCW) from the column goes to the #1
Solvent Treatment System.
Process control of the T-H3/E-HU-1/TK-J1 operation consists of the
following:
. minimizing the 1CW U-233 loss
. maintaining the E-HU-1 overflow rate at flowsheet value
. maintaining a U-233 material balance around the T-H3/E-Hli-1/TK-Jl
system
. making necessaiy adjustment in the T-H3/E-HU-1 operation as
required to correct for upstream or downstream process changes
or upsets
. maintaining TK-J1 solution inventory at less than 1500 gallons.
a.

Minimizing the 1CW U-233 Loss
The important parameters of the 1C column operation are
summarized below:

Parameter
1CX Nitric
Acid
Concentration

Flowsheet
Value!

Criticality Prevention
Control Ranged_________

-.0052 lb/gal

Between 0.0026 lbs/gal
and O.OIOU lbs/gal

1CX Temperature

30°C

1CX to 1BU
Flow Ratio

0.50

>0.^5

Operational problems with the 1C column may result in U-233
losses via the 1CW. The 1CW loss is monitored by routine
sampling. Any loss via the 1CW accumulates in G Cell, partic
ularly in the concurrent TK-G1 aqueous and, hence, the next
G8 waste batch. Due to the presence of precipitating agents
in the G Cell system, any G Cell vessel is limited to a 500 gm
limit on U-233. During steady-state operation, the 1CW loss
presents no problem in this regard.
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High 1CW losses may be caused by off-standard flowsheet con
ditions or by column instability. There are two off-standard
flowsheet conditions that can result in U-233 in the 1CW. The
nitric acid concentration in the 1CX may be too high, or the
aqueous to organic flow ratio may be too low. For either
event to occur, however, the L/V limit or the nitric acid con
centration limits specified by criticality specifications would
have to be violated, since, under steady-state conditions, the
U-233 stripping efficiency is not that marginal. (As an added
safety measure, a low 1CX flow or high 1CX nitric flow will set
off the respective flow alarm on the flew controller.) However,
instability or flooding in the 1C column causes a reduction in
the stripping efficiency. This results from two characteristics
of a flood in an aqueous continuous column. Organic hold up
in the column tends to raise the interface. The aqueous to
organic flow ratio is reduced to maintain the interface in the
column. In addition, since a portion of the cartridge has
reverted to an organic continuous condition, the contacting
efficiency of the column is reduced.
In addition to high 1CW losses, a total flood in the 1C column
may result in the addition of solvent to the 1UC concentrator.
The presence of solvent in the 1CU stream is detected with the
bottom interface float in T-H3. The interface level will drop
and the reading will become erratic. The in®lieations of
solvent in E-HU-1 are discussed below.
During the previous thorium campaign stability problems were
encountered in the 1C Column. The problem was attributed to
Th-DBP solids accumulating on the cartridge. The characteristic
white gelatinous solids were observed in 1CW samples. 1 As the
solids accumulated on the cartridge, the column stability
deteriorated. Initially, dropping the pulse frequency and
cutting the plant operating rate improved the column operation.
However, eventually the column instability necessitated shutting
down the solvent extraction battery to flush the 1C Column cart
ridge with concentrated nitric. The cartridge in T-H3 was removed
and replaced with a J7 cartridge. The 1C column operation improved
considerably. For the 1970 Thorium Campaign, the spare J7 cart
ridge has been reinstalled in the 1C column.
b.

Maintaining the E-Hlt-1 Overflow Rate at the Flowsheet Value
The important operating parameters for the 1UC concentrator are
as follows:
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Parameter

Flowsheet
Valued

Criticality Prevention
Control Range*

1 UC U-233

.1.77 g/gal

3.6 g/gal

1UC Nitric
Acid
Concentration

.0.1^7 Ib/gal

0.19 lb/gal

Ek Concentration

.b.5

,1 0

Concentration

Factor (1CU/1UC)
As a result of the low uranium and nitric acid concentration, the
degree of concentration in E-HU-1 cannot be closely controlled
with the concentrator bottoms temperature and specific gravity.
Control is exercised by adjusting the steam to the tube bundles
so as to maintain constant levels in TK-J1 and TK-J21 while
maintaining the 1UC (from TK-J1 to TK-J21) and 2AF flowrates at
rate sheet flows. As an additional backup there is an extra
set of weight factor dip tubes on E-H1+-1, higher in the vessel,
to give warning of rapid over-concentration in the vessel itself.
For criticality control purposes the E-HU-1 overflow rate must
be maintained at or near flowsheet value. The maximum allowable
uranium and nitric concentrations in the concentrator bottoms
axe set by criticality requirements at low values because of
the possible accumulation of a solvent layer in the concentrator
and/or 1K-J21 downstream. The accumulation of such an organic
layer in E-H1+-1 can result from T-H3 instability or even normal
entrainment on the 1CU stream. An organic layer in E-HU-1 is
steam-stripped to 100 percent TBP, which under high acid con
ditions preferentially extracts a potentially unsafe amount of
U-233.
c.

U-233 Material Balance Around the 1C Column, the 1UC Concentrator,
and the 1UC Receiver Tank
A U-233 material balance will be maintained around the T-H3/
E-HU-1/TK-J1 system to monitor the U-233 mass flow rates in
the various streams and to detect U-233 accumulations. The
material balance will determine:
. gross U-233 loss to G Cell via the 1CW (correlated with the
U-233 content of concurrent TK-G8 batches);
. variations in the E-HU- 1 U-233 inventory; and
. 1UC receiver tank (TK-Jl) U-233 mass flow rate as compared
to the 1 BXF (TK-J3) U-233 throughput.
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One of the duties of the Process Control Engineers will be to
maintain this material balance.

D.

Second Thorium Cycle and Thorium Product Loadout
1.

Description
The Second Thorium Cycle consists of the same equipment as the
analogous uranium cycle in normal uranium-plutonium operations„
Aside from two streams, most flows retain their basic functions .
The two exceptions are a ferrous sulfamate addition to TK-K1 for
Pu DF and the substitution of nitric and phosphoric acid in the
2DIS for the normal ferrous sulfamate. The 2DIS is a batch makeup
rather than a line mixed stream. The phosphoric acid addition, as
previously mentioned, is for Pa-233 and fission product decontami
nation.

2.

Process Control
In so far as control of the system is concerned, the major change
in operating philosophy is with regard to saturation control.
During uranium-plutonium operations the standard practice is to
run the 2D column (T-K2) over-saturated and take a 5 to 7 percent
loss. During thorium operation this loss is intolerable due to
the lack of recycling via the backcycle.system. Any thorium in
the T-K2 aqueous waste stream (2DW) is routed through TK-F10 to
the F Cell waste treatment and disposal system. In order to
achieve the necessary fission product and Pa-233 decontamination,
somewhat more sophiscated operation of T-K2 is necessary. The
phosphoric acid addition to the 2DIS is one example. However,
most of the fission product decontamination is achieved through
close control of the 2D column L/V and acidity. Control of the
acidity is maintained by avoiding over-concentration in E-J8-1
and adherence to the flowsheet 2DIS rate. Control of the opera
tion of the 2E strip column (K3) is primarily a matter of main
taining flowsheet L/V, 2EX acidity and the acidity in T-K2.

3.

Column Stabilities
The major problem anticipated in the Second Thorium Cycle is column
instability due to the buildup of thorium dibutyl phosphate solids
on the 2D and 2E column cartridges, particularly the 2E column. In
the event of column instability, visual checks should be made of
waste and product stream samples of the unstable column for the
characteristic white gelatinous material, and to insure that solvent
is not fed to the KU concentrator via the 2ET Jet. In the initial
phase of instability, lowering the pulse frequency is necessary to
satisfactorily maintain column operation. As the material
accumulates on the cartridges, the column operation deteriorates.
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Eventually, it may become necessary to either shut off the 2DF and
strip out both columns or to shut down and flush the column cart
ridges with concentrated nitric acid solution.
U.

Criticality Prevention Limits
During steady-state operations, criticality considerations will not
enter in due to the absence of U-233. In the event of partition
or scrub column difficulties, the potential exists for U-233 loss
to the Second Thorium Cycle. The criticality limit set for T-K2
and T-K3 is 30 gms U-233/ton thorium. This figure is based on
allowable accumulation in R Cell. Should the 1BT (E-J8-1 sample)
U-233 to thorium ratio exceed this 30 ga per ton limit, it wilx
be necessaiy to segregate 2DF solution (the amount determined by
material balances) for rework through TK-E6 .

5.

Reworking TOT Solution via TK-E6
Thorium product solution may be routed from TK-K6 to 1SC-E6 for
feed blending to lower the U-233 gms/ton. Hie contents of TK-K1
may also be routed to TK-E6 in the event that the 2DF is shut off
to permit stabilization or flushing of the 2D and 2E columns.
During the 1966 thorium campaign, there was evidence that rework
thorium contributed to the 1C column stability problems by
recycling Th-DBP solids. Whenever 2DF solution is transferred to
TK-E6 , a decanting type transfer out of TK-K1 should be made.
The K1 agitator should be shut off and the tank contents permitted
to settle. The transfer should be stopped at a weight factor in
the neighborhood of 10 percent of chart. The volume of TNT
recycled from TK-K6 for feed blending should be the minimal
volume required.

E.

Second Uranium Cycle
The Second Uranium Cycle utilizes the J Cell Package equipment.
Operation is similar to that of the Second Plutonium Cycle during
normal uranium-plutonium processing. Major differences from a pro
cess control point of view are •.
. no backcycling of 2AW waste,
. lack of an alpha monitor on the 2AW stream,
. the salting agent (nitric acid) is added to the extraction column
via the middle d/p tap rather than to the feed,
. potential for unstable operation in +' .• 2B (T-J23) column,
. criticality prevention limits are set to compensate for the
potential presence of organic in the feed tank (TK-J21) and the
2BU receiver tank (TK-J5)«
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The following parameters are the more iiqportant ones for process control:
Flowsheet
Value*

Criticality Prevent!
Control Ranse*

2AF Nitric Acid
Concentration

.0 .1 3 5 lb/gal

ji.0.19 lb /gal

2AF U-233
Concentration

.1 .6 5 gm/gal

<3.6 gm/gal

2AS* Nitric Acid
Concentration

.0 .1 5 5 lb/gal

>0.052 lb/gal

2AW Nitric Acid
Concentration

.1 .1 0 lb/gal

2AF to SAX flew ratio

2.80

<U.l°

2BX to 2AU flow ratio

0 .80

>0.65

Parameter

-----

* The 2Air Is a batch makeup in Tanks 220 & 221. The 2AS nitric concen
tration must be available and satisfy the criticality limit prior to
placing the batch on line.
Control of the Second cycle Operation consists primarily of monitoring
the U-233 throughout and strict adherence to flowsheet. In addition,
as mentioned above, the TK-J21 liquid level and 2AF flow rate must be
monitored as part of the control of the E-Hk-l overflow rate, Operational
control is somewhat complicated by the lack of a SAW alpha monitor and
2A column extraction and scrub d/p*s. Adherence to the flowsheet L/V
a»*d feed'temperature backed up by timely 2AW sample results should pre
clude substantial U-233 loss. During the previous thorium campaign,
there were no problems with the 2A column (T-J22) stability. However,
there was some indication that the 2B column (T-J23) stability was
marginal, coupled with evidence of thorium-DBP in the 23W. Here again,
the primary option available is pulse frequency adjustment.
Criticality control around the Second Uranium Cycle consists of meeting
the limitations listed above. The U-233 concentration limit on the 2A
and 2B columns is set on the basis of the J Cell sun$ limitations. The
nitric acid concentration limit in TK-J21 is predicated on the assumption
of an organic layer of 1002 TBP in the tank. Minimizing the acid con
centration minimizes U-233 extraction. This is the reason for adding
the nitric to the 2A colun® rather than to TK-J21.
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The U-233 and nitric acid concentration limits in TK-J21 are met by
careful control of the E-HU-1 overflow as covered previously, addition
of nitric acid to the 2A column instead of the 2AF, and meeting
criticality limitations in the partition system. The L/V limitations
on the 2A and 23 columns are met by adherence to ratesheet flow values
on input streams backed up by high and low flow level alarms on the
stream flow recorders/controllers.
Failure or inefficient operation of the 2BU jet also presents serious
criticality problems. In either event 2BU recycles back to HC-J21.
Jet failure is detected by the drop in the TK-J5 liquid level and
corresponding rise in TK-J21. Partial recycle of 2BU to TK-J21 due
to inefficient jet operation is detected by the increase in the 2AF
U-233 concentration and corresponding decrease in the U-233 through
put rate in the Third Uranium Cycle. I f the jet cannot be restarted,
the solvent extraction battery must be shut down and the jet replaced.
This shutdown is discussed in Part VI-C below. Insufficient jet output
may possibly result from a steam leak or low steam supply pressure,
either of which may be correctable. I f this is not the case, either
the plant rate must be reduced, or the solvent extraction battery shut
down as discussed in Part VI-C below and the jet replaced.
F.

Third Uranium Cycle
1.

L Cell
The L Cell equipment consists of TK-J5, the 3AF feed tank; T-Ll,
the 3A Column for extraction and scrubbing; and T-L2, the 3B
Column for stripping. The operation is similar to that of the
Second Uranium Cycle. Process control consists primarily of
maintaining ratesheet flows, flowsheet feed temperature, and
monitoring analytical results. In addition, the 2BU, 3AW, 3BW,
and 3BU streams are monitored by in-line alpha monitoring
instrumentation. Initially these instruments will have to be
calibrated for U-233 by sample analyses. However, once cali
brated the monitors should prove invaluable for detecting changes
in U-233 throughput and 3AW loss variations. As is the case with
the Second Uranium Cycle, the following changes from normal
operation must be kept in mind:
. the 3AW loss is not backcycled,
. the nitric acid for salting strength in T-Ll is added via the
LI middle d/p tap (for the same reason as for the 2A column),
. the 3A column is operated near its minimum throughput rate
(if necensaiy, water will be added to TK-J5 to increase the
2AF flow).*
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Process and criticality prevention control consists of meeting the
following conditions:

Parameter

Flowsheet
Valued

Criticality Prevention
Control Ranged_________

3AF Nitric Acid
Concentration

.0.039 lb/gal

3AF U-233
Concentration

. 5 .W

3AS# Nitric Acid
Concentration

. 0.052 lb/gal

3AW Nitric Acid
Concentration

.1.37

3AF to 3AX flow
Ratio

-2 . 9 U

^3.7

3BX to 3AU
Flow Ratio

.0.70

>0.55

gms/gal

-------

£23 gms/gal
>0 . 0Ul7

lb/ga*

lb/gal

-------

* The 3AS is a batch makeup in TKs 211 and 212. The 3AS tank nitric
analysis must be available and meet the criticality limit before the
tank can be placed on stream.
The criticality prevention limits are met by strict adherence to
rate sheet flow values from the input streams. As a backup to tank
liquid levels and flow recorder-controller settings , high and low
level flow alarms settings on the input stream controllers have
been changed to reflect the above L/V requirements.
2.

U-233 Product Treatment and Loadput
a.

Description
The 3BU is received in TK-N1 and pumped through a cation
exchange column, TK-N50 for thorium decontamination. The U-233
effluent from the column is concentrated in E-N6 . The concen
trate overflows to TK-N7 and is batch transferred to TK-L9 for
loadout into 3-liter bottles via TK-L13, the loadout tank.
Process control activities consist of:
. Monitoring the cation bed effluent for thorium breakthrough
and exposure to operators,
. Monitoring the E-N6 specific gravity in order that the U-233
product concentration is at flowsheet value,
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. Keeping track of the U-233 product generation rate as part
of the overall plant material balance; and the U-233 product
quality as an overall indication of plant qperation.

b.

3C Tank (TK-Nl)
The 3C tank is a potential accumulation point for solvent from
the 3B column. I f the 3B column becoues unstable, TK-Nl should
be checked for organic. Visibility is poor through the N1 sight
glass; therefore, the presence or absence of solvent should be
confirmed by pumping the tank level down until the specific
gravity breaks. I f no organic is present, this would be a
weight factor of about 1U.3 percent of chart. I f solvent is
present, the specific gravity alarm is set to provide a warning
before the aqueous level gets low enough to pump the solvent to
T-N50. Solvent that accumulates in TK-Nl will be disposed of
by special instruction during one of the periodic outages.

c.

Cation Exchange Column - T-N50
During the course of the thorium campaign, it may be necessary
to elute the TK-N50 cation exchange bed; either due to a desire
to segregate high U-238 product from low U-238 product, or due
to thorium breakthrough. This will be covered by special
instruction. The uranium will be eluted with O . 5MHNO3 . Then
the thorium will be eluted with a solution of 2M nitric - 0.5M
oxalic acid.

d.

3CU Concentrator (E-N6 )
E-N6 concentrates the 3C stream to between 323 and 375 gms/liter
of U-233. The criticality prevention limit for E-N6 and TK-N7
is U50 gm/1.
(This is based on the SN sun?) requirement).
The
degree of concentration in E-N6 is controlled by
. the bottoms specific gravity in E-N6 ,
. the concentrate specific gravity in TK-N7, and
. the L9 product sample results.
In addition, E-N6 has two parallel sets of specific gravity
instrumentation (utilizing a common set of dip tubes) to provide
backup in case of instrument problems. Initially, the operating
specific gravity will have to be determined from the concentrate
specific gravity in TK-N7 and from TK-I£ samples. Once this
specific gravity has been determined, the E-N6 qperation is
identical to normal plutonium processing.
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e*

U-233 Rework
Product that does not meet specifications on thorium, fission
products or Pa-233 can be reworked via TK-L11 to TK-E6 (SOP lUG.12).
The method of transfer varies depending on the U-233 concentration.
The requirements for use of cadmium nitrate as motivating fluid
are covered, in the criticality specifications , 3 In addition, due
to the high U-233 gms/ton in the feed, careful control of rework
transfers must be maintained to avoid exceeding the TK-H1 criti
cality limit. Substantial reworking of U-233 product solution,
in all likelihood, will require recycling cold thorium to TK-E6 .

G.

Solvent Treatment
During thorium processing the two solvent treatment systems retain their
normal duties. The Hi Solvent Treatment System (G Cell) provides fresh
solvent for the First Cycle and the Second and ThiidUranium Cycles. The
#2 Solvent Treatment System supplies fresh solvent for the Second Thorium
Cycle. The key to stable qperation in the solvent extraction battery is
satisfactory solvent cleanup. To achieve added solvent cleanup, modi
fications have been made in the procedures with regard to the frequency
and method of scrub solution changeouts. Tanks G1 and R1 will both
receive fresh scrub solution. The frequency of changeout is eight
hours.
1.

Aqueous Carryover from Feed Tank to Scrub Column
a.

G Cell (10F Tank/10 Column)
During past uranium-plutonium operations, there has been sub
stantial aqueous carryover from TK-G1 to T-G2 resulting in
instability in the 10 column, and, consequently, an increase in
the plutonium retention of the G Cell solvent. In preparation
for the thorium campaign, the system has been extensively
flushed. Also, a "boot" has been installed for the recirculation
pump in TK-G1. This should alleviate the problem.

b.

R Cell (20F Tank/20 Column)
During the previous thorium campaign (1966), a problem similar
to the above developed in T-R2. Apparently the aqueous carry
over and consequent T-R2 instability resulted from acid carry
over in the 2EW initiated by K2 and K3 stability problems, and
from the presence of Th-DBP in the 2EW.
For the current thorium campaign the TK-R1 change outs are made
on a more frequent basis (as mentioned above). In addition, the
flowsheet calls for lower solution temperatures in both solvent
treatment systems.
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Should the problem recur, the following actions should be taken:
. More frequent "deep" changeouts of scrub solution in the feed
tank,
. Increasing the column scrub fresh nitric flow to stabilize tt>e
column, and
. Increased "fresh" solvent sampling for Pu retention to monitor
the solvent quality.

2.

Criticality Prevention
a.

G Cell
The primary criticality concern is the accumulation of gross
quantities of precipitated U-233. A limit of 500 grams has
been assigned to each vessel. 1CW stream from T-H3 will be
the only U-233 contributor to G Cell. The U-233 material
balance maintained around the 1C Column coupled with TK-G8
analytical results should provide a measure of the G Cell
U-233 inventory.

b.

R Cell
The R Cell criticality control limit is 500 gms of U-233 per
vessel. The primary control on the U-233 accumulation in R
Cell is maintaining satisfactory partitioning and scrubbing
in T-J6 and T-J7 respectively. As previously mentioned, a
U-233 limit of 30 gms/ton is set for the 2DF stream. Should
this value be exceeded, the contents of TK-K1 will be reworked
through TK-E6 .
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Off-Standard
Condition

How Detected

Likely Cause

Detection of Cause

By HAW sample
analyses
By F Cell
material
balance

Plow rates
a. High HAF/
HAX flow
ratio
b . Low HAX/
HN03
Stream Composi
tions
a . High Th
conc. in HAF
b. Low salting
strength
c. Low TBP con
centration
Flooding

Rates
a. HAF/HAX flow
recorders,
TK-H1 drop
out
b . HAX-HNO3 flow
recorder
2 . Stream Composi
tions
a. TK-D5 sample
analyses
b . HAW nitric
analyses
c. TK-G5 sample
analyses
3. Flooding - see
below

Remedy

Co-Decontanri nation
A.

B.

High thorium
1.
and/or uranium
loss to the HAW 2.

High fission1. By HAP sample
product levels
analyses
in HAP2. By HAP gamma
monitor
3. By downstream
monitors and
sample results

1.

Flow rates
1.
a. Low HAF/HAX
flow ratio
b. Low HAS rate
Stream Composi
tions
a- High nitric/ 2.
low phosphoric
acid conc. in
HAS
b. High nitric in
feed
c. High fission pro
duct level in
feed
3<
Flooding

1.
2.

Rates
1.
a. HAF/HAX flow
recorder, TK-H1
dropout
2.
b , HAS flow
recorder
Stream Compositions
a. HAS sample
analyses
b . TK-D5 sample
c. Check charging
schedule, wrong
bucket(s) was'
charged
Flooding - see
3.
below

Rates
co
Adjust flow to
^
rate sheet values
w
Stream Compositions 0
a. Raise HAX flow
or cut HAF flow
b . Raise HAX-HNO3
flow
c. Butt G Cell
Solvent

Rates
Adjust flows to
rate sheet values
Stream Composi
tions
a. Butt on-line
tank or switch
to in-spec
batch
b. Make sure next
batch meets
specs
c . Increase satura
tion
Flooding - see
p
below

•8 1
H
U
>—J
CD-t

TABLE I I (Con'd)

Off-Standard
Condition

C.

Flood in HA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

D.

II.

High U-233
gm/ton in
TK-J3

1.
2.

How Detected

Likely Cause

Detection of Cause

Static pressure
is increasing
Extraction d/p
is increasing,
and/or
Scrub d/p is
increasing
HAW flow is
decreasing
Interface is
erratic

Normal causes
(see Purex
Tech Manual)
Th-DBP solids

1.

TK-J3 sample
Downstream
U-233 levels

2

.

1.
2.

2.

Count pulse
frequency and
check flowrates
White gelatinous
solids in HAP,
flood started in
scrub section

Check feed batch
sample results
Recycle
a. Check 2BW
sample results
b. Check 3BW
sample results
c. Check TK-J2
sample results

High 1BX flowrate
Low 1BX acidity

1BX rate
a. 1BXP DOV l.p .
high
b. 1BX water/
nitric flow
recorders
1BX acidity
a. 1BX sample
results
b. 1BT sample
results

1.

2.

1.

2.

o

Adjust pulse
frequency and/or
off-standard
flowrate
Cut pulse
frequency and/or
plant rate

CO

h-t

w
fc>

I f the U-233 gm/ton
exceeds criticality
limit, cold Th
should be brought
in to TK-E6
Recycle
a. 2BW - see III
below
b. 3BW - see III
below
c. See II-A below

Thorium Path
A.
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High U-233 gm/ton 1.
in feed
Excessive recycle 2.
a. From 2nd U
Cycle
b. From 3rd U
Cycle
c . From 1BSU
(see II-A
below)

Remedy

High U-233
loss in
1BXT

1.
2.

1BSU s ample
results
IBT sample
results
(except below)

1.
2.

1,

2.

1BX flowrate cut IBX flow as
required. (Note
L/V limit)
1BX acidity raise
1BX nitric flow
as required

^
•8 fH
te
p> w

LO

vo v/r
VJl

TABLE I I (Con'd)

o

Off-Standard
Condition

Likely Cause

Hew Detected

Sico

Remedy

Detection of Cause

M

B „ High thorium
loss to 2313

1 = 1BU sample results
2 . Thorium levels in
subsequent
uranium cycles

1.
2.

Low 1BX flowrate
High 1BX acidity

IBX rate
a. 1BXP DOV l.p .
lew
b. 1BX water/
nitric flow
recorders
1BX acidity
a. 1BX sample
results
b. 1BT sample
results

1.

1.

2.

IBS flow
a. IBS flow
recorder
b. HAO flow
recorder
See II-A above

See II-C above

1.

See II-C above

Flowrates
a. High 2DF/2DX
flow ratio
b . 2DIS flow
low/2DS flow
high
Stream Composi
tions
a
Low salting
strength
Low R7 TBP
conc-

1.

Rates
l.
a. 2DF/2DX flow
recorders
b. 2DIS/2DS flow
2.
recorders
Stream Compositions
a, 2DF sample results
and J 8 SpG higfr
b„ 2DW nitric low
c . R7 sample results

1.

2.

C.

High uranium
loss to 1BT

1.
2.

1BT sample results
Second Thorium
Qycle U-233 levels

1.
2.

D.

Uranium in J 8
exceeds 30
gm/ton

1.

See II-C above

E.

High thorium
loss in 2BW

1.
2.

2DW sample analyses 1.
TK-F10 material
balance

1.

Low IBS flowrate
See II-A above

1.

2.

2.

2.

1.

1BX rate - raise
1BX flow as
required. (Note
L/V limit)
IBX acidity - cut
1BX nitric flow as
required

a
w
o

Raise IBS flow as
necessary
See II-A above

Recycle contents
of E-J8-1 via
TK-K1 to TK-E6
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Rates - adjust
ratios as
necessary
Stream Compositions
a. Raise 2DX and/
or cut J 8 SpG
b. Adjust 2DIS/
2DS flow ratio;
butt 2DIS
batch on line
or switch to
fresh tank if
necessary
c. Butt R7 as
necessary
78 7
H
•f*—<1

O>]
\jy

TABLE II (Con'd)

Off-Standard
Condition

Hov Detected

Likely Cause

Detection of Cause

Increase in static, 1.
scrub, and/or
extraction d/p*s
Drop in 2DW DOV
2.
l.p .
Erratic interfa.ee

Normal causes
(see Purex
Tech Manual)
Th-DBP solids

1.

2EW sample analyses 1 .
TK-R8 sample
analyses

2.

1.
Flcwrates
a. 2EX flow low
b. 2DIS flow high
c. 2DS flow low
Stream Composi
tion
a. 2EX nitric
high
2.
b. 2DIS nitric
high

Rates
a. 2EX flow
recorders
b . 2DIS flow
recorder
c . 2DS flow
recorder
Stream Composition
a. 2EX sample
results
b. 2DIS sample
results

1.
2.

See II-F above
See II-F dbove

See II-F above
See II-F above

Remedy
CD

F.

Flooding in
T-K2

1.
2.
3.

High thorium
loss in 2EW

H.

Flooding in
T-K3

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.

Decrease in static
R Cell instability
Organic in KU
s ampler

2.

1.
2,

Count pulse
1. Adjust pulse
a
frequency check
frequency and/or
w
input rates
off-standard flows e
Solids
2. Solids
a. White gelatinous
a. Cut pulse
solids in 2DW
frequency
samples
b. Cut plant rate
b . White gelatinous
(if so author
solids in 2EW
ized)
samples
Shut down K Cell
and flush column
with conc. nitric
(jet 2DF back to
'TK-E6 , if so
authorized)
1.
2.

1.
2,

Rates - adjust
rates as required
Stream Composition
a. Cut 2EX nitric
flow
b. Cut 2DIS flow;
butt tank on
line and/or
switch to fresh
tank

See II-F above
See II-F above

TABLE II (Con'd)

Off-Standard

o

I.

High, fission
product levels
in thorium
product

Likely Cause

How Detected

Condition

1.
2.
3.

K3 gamma monitor
KU sample results
K6 (TNT) sample
results

1.
2.

3.

III.

Detection of Cauae

1.
Poor DP in CoDe contaminati on
2.
Flowrates
a . Low 2DIS
flow and/or
low 2DS flow
b. High 2DX flow
Stream Composi
tions
a. 2DF nitric
3.
high
b. 2DF fission
product level
high

Remedy

See I-B
I.
Rates
2.
a. 2DIS flow
recorder,
tank dropout;
3.
2DS flow
recorder
b . 2DX flow
recorder
Stream Compositions
a. 2DW sample results
D. J 8 sample results

TO
M
See I-B
3
Rates - adjust
fct
flows as
necessary
Stream Compositions
a. Raise 2DS
b. See B above

Uranium Path
A.

High U-233
loss in 1CW

1.

2.
3.

B.

Flooding in
T-H3

1.

2.

UNCLASSIFIED

3.

U.

1CW sangple

1.

Low 1C X f lo w r a t e

results
TK-J3 sample
results
Hi* U-233
material
balance

2,

High 1CX nitric

Decrease in
static
Erratic inter
face reading
H3 bottom or
ganic detector
indicates pre
sence of organic
1CU DOV l.p .
high

1 . Th-DBP solids
2 . Normal causes

1.

2.

(see Purex
Tech Manual)

1.

R ate

1.

Rate

a. 1 CX flow recorders a . Adjust flows
as necessary
b. T-H3 flooded
1CX sample results
b . See III-B
1CX nitric flow
below
recorder
2 . Adjust 1CX
nitric as
necessary
White gelatinous
solids in 1CW

1.

Solids
a. Cut pulse
frequency
b . Cut plant
rates i f
*3 >
necessary to eg a
w
n> i
maintain H3
H
L/V
ro—j
VJl
c . Shut down
First Cycle
and flush H3
column cartridge

TABLE II (Con'd)

Off-Standard
Condition

C.

Over- or
Under
concentration
in E-Hlj—1

How Detected

1.

Inability to main
tain rate sheet
2AF flow and
constant volume
in TK-J1 and TK-

1.
2.

321

2.
3.
k.

D.

Higi 2AW
U-233 loss

2AW sample results
TK-F10 material
balance

3.

2BU alpha monitor

1.

2.

E.

High 2BW
U-233 loss

Detection of Cause

E-HU-l steam

1.

flow off opti
mum value
1CX flow
a . Too low
b . Too high

2.

TK-J1 and TK-J21
sample results
H3-HU-J1 material
balance
"High" weight
factor dip tubes
in E-Hlt-1

2.

1.

Likely Cause

u nclassified

1. 2BW sample results
2 . TK-J3 sample
results

1.
2.
3.

TK-Jl specific
gravity
1CX flow
a . 1CX flow
recorders
b . 1CX flow
recorders

o

Remedy

GO

H

1 . Make necessary

2.

adjustments in
E-HI+-1 steam
flow to tube
bundles
1 CX flow
a. Adjust flows
as necessary
(Note L/V
limit)
b. Adjust flows
as necessary
(Note L/V
limit)

w
o

Flowrates
1.
a. High 2AF/2AX
flow ratio
b . Low 2AF-HN03
flow
c. High 2AS flow
Stream Composi
tions
a. 2AS nitric ]ow 2.
b . 2AF U conc,
high

Rates
1.
a. 2AF/2AX flow
recorder
b. 2AF nitric flow 2 .
recorder
c . 2AS flow
recorder and
tank dropout
Stream Compositions
a. 2AS batch sample
results
b . TEC-J1 and TK-J21
sample results
c. 2AW nitric low

Rates - adjust
rates as necessary
(Note L/V limit)
Stream Compositions
a. Butt on-line
tank and/or
switch to a
fresh tank
b . See III-C
above

2BX flow too low
2BX nitric high
2BU and 3AF
U-233 high

2BX flow recorder, l.
2B column L/V t,
2.
tank dropout
2BX batch sample
results
2BU and 3AF samples

Raise 2BX
Butt on-line
tank and/or
switch to
fresh tank

1.
2,
3.

*r)
p

•8
U) •

TABLE I I (Con'd)

Off-Standard
Condition

F.

Partial 2BU
Recycle to
TK-J21

Likely Cause

How Detected

1.
2.

TK-J21 sample
results
Decrease in 3rd

1.
2.

Inefficient
jet operation
Excessive 2BX

Detection of Cause

2.

U Cycle U-233

Check steam
pressure to jet
Check 2BU U-233
conc. and 2B L/V

Remedy

1.
2.

throughput
G.

2B Column
Flood

1.
2.

3.
H.

High 3AW
U-233 loss

Drop in static
d/p
Drop in upper
and/or lower
d/p's
Erratic organic
specific gravity

1.
2.

3AW sample results
TK-F10 material
■balance
3- 3AW alpha monitor

1.
2.

1.

2.

I.

High 3BW
U-233 loss
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1. 3BW sample results
2. TK-J3 sample
results
3. 3BW alpha monitor

1.
2.
3.

Excessive
throughput
Normal causes
(see Purex
Tech Manual)

1.

See Thorium
Flowsheet2

1.

I f necessary,
cut plant rate
Adjust 2BX flow
as necessaiy
(Note L/V
limit)

o
CO

H
3
W

See Thorium
Flowsheet2

Flowrates
1.
a. High 3AF/3AX
flow ratio
b . Low 3AF-HN03
flow
c. High 3AS flow
Stream Compositions
a. 3AS nitric low
b. 3AF U conc.
2.
high

Rates
1.
a. 3AF/3AX flow
recorders
b. 3AF nitric flow
recorder
2.
c . 3AS flow
recorder and
tank dropout
Stream Compositions
a. 3AS batch sample
results
b . TK-J5 s ample
results

Rates - adjust
rates as
necessaiy (Note
L/V limit)
Stream Compositions
a. Butt on-line
tank and/or
switch to a
fresh tank
b. See III-E
above

3BX flow too lo^
3BX nitric higb
3BU U-233 conc.
high

3BX flow recorder, 1 .
3B column L/V, tank
dropout
3BX batch sample
2.
results
3BU sample results
3.

Adjust flowrate as
required (Note L/V
limit)
Butt on-line tank
and/or switch to
fresh tank
Raise 3BX
p> a
<n w
n> 1
t=—a

1.

2,
3.

TABLE II (Con'd)

Off-Standard
Condition
J.

K.

How Detected

Over- or
Under
concentration
in E-N6

1.
2.

Hi$i fission
product activ
ity in U-233
product

1.
2.

L9 product sample
Overflow rate to
TK-N7

Product samples
3BU gamma monitor

1.

Likely Cause

Detection of Cause

Steam flow to
concentrator
off optimum
rate

1.

1 . Poor DF in Co2.
3.

De contaminati on
Poor DF in 2nd
U Qycle
Poor DF in 3rd
U Cycle

2.

1.
2.
3.

E-N6 specific
gravity or backup
specific gravity
TK-N7 specific
gravity
See
2BU
3BU
and
not

I-B
gamma monitor
gamma monitor,
if1 and H2 do
apply

Remedy

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.

Adjust steam
flow as
necessary
Repair N6 sp
gravity instru
mentation

o
cn

H

a
w
fcj

See I-B
Adjust 2A L/V,
2AS rate
Adjust 3A L/V,
3AS rate

General
A.

General - Pu
in Th and U
product

1 . K6 sample results
2 . L9 sample results

1.

Insufficient
1.
ferrous sulfamate
to HA column (via
HAS)

2.
Insufficient
1.
ferrous sulfamate
to TK-K1

B.

General - Pu
in Th product

1 . K6 sajnple results

1.

C,

General - Pu
in U product

1.

1 - Insufficient

L9 sample results

2 .

ferrous sulfamate
to Second Uranium
Cycle
Pu contamination
from 3rd U Cycle
and/or N Cell

Ferrous sulfamate
1.
a. HAS sample
results
b. HA column Pu
df
D5/E6 sample results
2.

Ferrous
sulfamate Change HAS make
up procedure
and/or see B and
C below
See B and C below

K1 ferrous sulfa
mate flow recorder
and tank dropout

1.

Raise ferrous
sulfamate addi
tion rate to
TK-K1

2AS flow recorder
and batch sample
results
2BU and 3BU sample
analyses

l.

Adjust 2AS
ferrous sulfamate concentra
tion as necessary
Rework U-233 and/
or flush L and N
*os»
Cells
j» a
on w
a> i
H*
■
P->l
V I -4
VJ1

2.
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WASTE TREATMENT AND ACID RECOVERY
A,

F Cell
1.

Description
The F Cell operation consists of waste collection, concentration,
sugar denitration and neutralization of the concentrated waste.
The aqueous waste streams from the Second Thorium, Second Uranium
and Third Uranium Cycles are collected in TK-F10 and continuously
pumped to TK-F7. TK-F7 also receives the aqueous waste stream
(HAW) from the HA column. TK-F7 is the feed tank for the E-F6
concentrator, which overflows at a controlled rate to TK-F26,
the 1WW receiver. The vapors from the concentrator pass through
an acid absorber, T-F5« Condensate from the F5 condenser (AAdT
is recycled as reflux water to T-F5. The acid recovered in
T-F5 overflows to TK-F3 and is batch transferred to the vacuum
fractionator. From TK-F26 the 1WW is batch transferred to
TK-F15 for sugar denitration. From TK-F15 the waste is trans
ferred to TK-F16 for an eight hour post sugar digestion. A
reverse-strike neutralization with caustic is performed in
TK-F18. From TK-F18 the waste is disposed of to UGS.
As presently set up, the acid condensate from the feed con
centrator (E-Fll-l) is routed to TK-F3 for incorporation into
the vacuum fractionator feed. In the event that high fission
product levels in the acid condensate occur, the Fll condensate
will be rerouted to TK-F10. This has been discussed under
Feed Preparations (Section IV, Part F ) .

2.

E-F6-1 and T-F5
Control of the E-F6/T-F5 operation under steady-state conditions
consists of:
. maintaining a constant E-F6-1 overflow rate to IK-F26,
. maintaining a constant bottoms specific gravity in E-F6-1,
. adjusting the reflux rate to the top of T-F5 to maintain an
F5 bottoms acid concentration of about 25 weight percent.
During the thorium campaign, the waste concentrator and acid
absorber operation is essentially the same as during NPR pro
cessing. The operational problems are identical.
In the concentrator, "foaming" may occur if the bottoms specific
gravity becomes too high. In addition to lowering the degree of
concentration (if downstream tank inventories permit), a
reduction in the sugar addition rate to TK-F7 has been helpful.
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"Foaming" may result in temporary apparent pressurization of the
concentrator. Increasing the F5/F6 vent vacuum generally does
not help. Due to the rapid fluctuations of the F6 vacuum, a
substantial increase in the vent vacuum level may "suck" the
F5 sealpot water. Should this occur, the F5/F6 vent vacuum must
be lowered to less than 20 inches to refill the sealpot.
Generally there is trouble maintaining a constant F6 overflow
rate. The F6 overflow rate is a function of the 1WF rate and
the bottoms specific gravity. Under steady-state conditions, a
continuous overflow rate can best be maintained by controlling
the F6 bottoms specific gravity at a constant value.
Should the F6 boiloff rate become excessive, T-F5 may flood.
This is evidenced by a high F5 tower d/p and a decrease in the
overflow rate to TK-F3. This results in a high F5 bottoms
acid concentration and resulting high acid loss out the top.
The situation is prevented by maintaining flowsheet 1WF rate.
3.

Sugar Denitration and Digestion
The concentrated waste is batch transferred from TK-F26 to
TK-F15 for sugar denitration. When the sugar addition is
completed, the waste is digested in TK-F16 for eight hours.
The following parameters are considered the most inqportant;
the values given are required by SOP.
Parameter

TK-F15

TK-F16

Temperature
Sugar Add Rate
Time Period
Vacuum

95-98°C
300-350 lb/hr
18-20 hrs.
1-2" of H20

95-99°C
—Variable-8 hr. minimum
.*0.6" of water

The sugar denitration operation involves a potentially hazardous
reaction. The primary controls on TK-F15 are given above. Should
any of the above parameters fall outside the given ranges,
corrective action should be taken. In the event of off-standard
temperatures or pressure, the sugar addition should be stopped
until the condition is corrected. The sugar addition should be
maintained at rate to meet the time limitations.
One other potential problem associated with sugar denitration is
foaming. The procedure calls for the addition of anti-foam prior
to sugaring. Should foaming occur, during sugar addition, (as
evidenced by erratic vent header pressure and tank vacuum),
additional anti-foam may be added. The sugar addition must be
cut off, however, and the tank must be under vacuum.
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Digestion is necessaiy to "kill" residual sugar in the waste. Due
to the F15 time limitations, digestion is performed in TfC-Fl6 .
Since TK-F16 is vented to the vessel vent header, care must he
taken to avoid pressurization. The potential for pressurization
exists primarily during the first two hours of the digestion period.
Consequently, the SOP requires a 30-minute to 1 hour period for
heating the solution to digestion temperature.
1*.

Reverse Strike Neutralization
To prevent the formation of gross quantities of solids (primarily
sodium aluminates) during the neutralization, the waste is added
to the caustic. The required caustic butt as determined by
caustic ratio in TK-F16 is added to TK-F18. The waste is then
jetted from TK-F16 to TK-F18. When neutralization has been con
firmed by sample analysis, the waste is jetted to non-boiling
waste storage. One major problem that may arise is the scheduling
of TK-F18. I f TK-F18 is full of sump material and will not be
emptied in time to free TK-F16 for another waste batch, provisions
can be made to direct strike in TK-F16. This situation should be
avoided, however, since there is a risk of plugging the waste
line. There is no objection to reverse striking an Fl6 batch on
top of a waste heel in TK-F18 as long as the heel has been
sampled and there is sufficient "free board" in TK-F18.

5.

Criticality Prevention Controls
a.

Solvent in TK-F7
Since TK-F10 is agitated, TK-F7 becomes the primary solvent
accumulation point in the waste treatment system. Column
instabilities coupled with high extraction column U-233
losses could result in a potentially unsafe U-233
accumulation in TK-F7, particularly with respect to sub
sequent waste denitration and neutralization should the
U-233 inventory be transferred to E-F6 . To prevent the
accumulation of gross amounts of solvent in TK-F7, the
tank will be checked for organic on a weekly basis. Any
solvent inventory in excess of 250 gallons will be trans
ferred to TK-F13. This is covered in SOP 138.06.

b.

E-F6
The waste concentrator U-233 limit is 1*500 grams. This
represents an extremely high loss from the solvent extraction
battery. As discussed in part I II above, such losses would
be detected and corrective action initiated before the total
loss would reach 1*500 grams. In addition, during a period
of high losses a U-233 material balance will be made to
monitor the accumulation on E-F6 .
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Waste Denitration and Neutralization
The criticality prevention limit is 500 grams of U-233 in
TK-F16 and in IK-F18. This limit is based on the precipitation
that results from waste neutralization. As is the case with
E-F6 above, such a waste loss would be intolerable in the
solvent extraction. As above, during any period of high U-233
loss, the U-233 material balance around F Cell would provide
ample warning of an accumulation of this magnitude,

B.

Vacuum Fractionator
The vacuum fractionator (T-U6 ) receives the recovered nitric collected
in TK-F3 and concentrates it to 60 weight percent nitric acid for reuse
in the dissolvers. The operation of the fractionator is controlled
primarily by bottoms specific gravity, tower vacuum and maintaining
the proper feed to reflux ratio.
There are two problems that may arise. The first is high acid in the
condensate. I f the fractionator operation is normal in all other
respects, this is curable by a slight increase in the reflux flow rate.
I f the high nitric in the condensate is associated with poor vacuum
and high bottoms temperature, it may become necessary to raise the
feed point as well.
As is the case during normal uranium-plutonium operation, the con
densate is sampled, caustic is added from AMU to the Chem. Sewer to
neutralize the acid in the condensate, and the Chem. Sewer is
sampled. Should the acid concentration increase, the caustic flow
will be increased proportionately.

VI.

TRANSIENT CONDITIONS
A.

Startup
The startup of Purex on thorium feed is similar in sequence to normal
uranium-plutonium startups. A general schematic of the plant startup
sequence is shown in Figure 3. When sufficient thorium feed solution
has been accumulated, startup can be initiated. Tanks F12, D5, E6
and HI should contain in excess of lk-15 tons and the contents of
TK-E6 and TK-H1 should meet the acid and thorium concentration
specifications.
In general, the startup of the Second Thorium and Second and Third
Uranium Solvent Extraction Cycles consists of:
. checking the feed quality and inventory in the feed tank;
. starting the pulsers;
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. establishing the correct continuous phases (an extraction column is
organic continuous, a strip column is aqueous continuous), if
necessary;
. establishing the rate sheet flows for the extraction column solvent
add and aqueous scrub strearo(s) and, for the stripping column, the
aqueous strip stream;
. sampling the product stream from the strip column for visual
determination of the presence of organic; and
. turning on the aqueous feed to the extraction column and gradually
raising the flow to rate sheet value after the preceding cycle
(upstream) .is through its pre-startup preparations.
The Code contamination and Partition Qycle startup is somewhat more
complicated; both because of the variety of the column duties
involved and because the hot feed enters the solvent extraction
battery at the HA Column. The startup proceeds as follows:
. start the J 6 , J7 and H3 pulsers;
. commence simmering the J 8 and HU concentrators on sealpot water;
. establish aqueous phase continuity in T-H3 with 1CX, i f necessary;
. set the 1CX rate at rate sheet flow;
. establish 1CU flow to E-HU-1;
. when E-HU-1 reaches overflow, balance the overflow rate against
the 1UC flow from TK-J1 to TK-J21 and the 2AF flow from TK-J21
so that the 1UC and 2AF flows are at rate sheet values and the
tank levels (J1 and J2l) are constant, (adjust the HU boil-off
rate as necessary to achieve this condition);
. turn on the IBX to T-J6 and, if necessary, establish the
aqueous as the continuous phase in T-J6 and T-J7;
. establish IBS and 1BT flows;
. begin sampling 1BT every hour for visual (organic);
. turn on the HA pulser;
. establish organic as the continuous phase in the HA Column (if
necessary);
. set the HAX-HNO3 flow at rate sheet value;
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. turn on the 1BXF to T-J3;
. set the HAS flow at one-half rate and establish the HAW flow;
. set the HAF, HAX and HAO at one-half rate sheet flow;
. over a twenty-minute period, bring all streams entering the HA
column up to rate sheet values; and
. commence taking the Special Startup Samples.^
In general, problems associated with equipment behavior during startup
for thorium operation should not be very different from those encountered
during normal startups. These problems that may arise with the equipment
used during uranium-plutonium operation are not discussed further. The
detection and remedial actions to be taken will depend on the experience
of the shift personnel and the specific context in which the problem
occurs. However, some potential problems with new equipment or new
routes, and with normal processing vessels used in a different fashion
require further discussion. Table I I I lists certain problems that
may occur and require some fore-knowledge for proper corrective action.
Included are possible operability problems, items relating to the
timing of the startup sequence, and criticality considerations.
As is the case during normal uranium-plutonium operation, the startup
can be deliberately delayed at various steps in the sequence. This
will provide some time for corrective action in the event of certain
types of equipment failure; AMU batches either not made up or not in
specification; inproper startup sequencing, or flooded columns.
Criticality control during a startup condition is exercised by strict
control of column L/V ratios at the established flowsheet values, by
careful control of the H4 concentration factor (as discussed in Table
I I I ) , and by close control of nitric acid concentrations in the
various aqueous streams in the partition system and in the Second
and Third Uranium Cycles prior to the introduction of U-233 into
the solvent extraction battery.
B.

Shutdowns
The shutdown sequence (figure I I ) , with the exception of the Second
Thorium Cycle, is the reverse of the startup. In this respect, it is
similar to the uranium-plutonium shutdown. As is the case with normal
U-Pu operation, there are two types of regular shutdowns; the
Equilibrium Shutdown and the Extended Shutdown. The primary differ
ences between the two are the length of time the columns are "stripped"
and their terminal conditions.
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TABLE III

Item

Problem

Remedy

HAX-HNO3

Insufficient salting agent
in bottom of column.

Turn on 15 minutes before
HAF starts.

TK-J2

Full Tank

Jet U3SU to TK-J3 until
HAO is turned on.

IBX

Acid Concentration

Adjust nitric and water
flows.

Must be greater than
0.12M before intro
duction of U-233.

1BXT Airlift

Excess or insufficient air
inhibiting flow.

Adjust air flow to 8
SCFM.

Check TK-F18 for possible
carryover via the vent
system.

JJBU Line

A solution trap holding
approx. 300 gallons.

Fill with IBX before
first startup.

Has to be done only
once. See SOP 132.03.

1BT

Potential transfer of
solvent to J 8
concentrator.

Sample for visual at
one hour intervals.

E-J8-1

High Acid concentration
due to prolonged spinning
of J 6 /JJ prior to HA
startup w/o overflowing J 8 .

J6/J7 startup will pre
cede the HA startup by
no more than 8 hrs.

Too high a nitric conc.
in the 2DF results in
poor fission product
df.

1CX

Acid Concentration

Adjust nitric and water
flews.

Must be between 0.005M
and 0.02M before intro
duction of U-233.

1CU

Potential transfer of
solvent to HU concen
trator.

Bottom organic detection
should indicate any
carryover.

Comments
co

H

hd >
p> W
« w
(D I
H
VI —5
U> —5
VI

TABLE I I I

Comments

Problem

Remedy

2ET

Potential transfer of
solvent to K4 concen
trator .

Sample for visual at
one hour intervals.

HU overflow
rate - 1UC

Less than 21 percent of
the 1CU rate.

Cutback on the con
centrator stream.

Flow balance J1 w .f. ,
1UC to TK-J21, J21
w .f. and 2AF rate; HU
acidity must be less
than O . 36M prior to
introduction of U-233.

2AS, 2BX,
3AS & 3BX

Acidity

Makeup butting and/or
flow adjustments.

These streams must
meet the nitric acid
concentration limita
tions given in the
criticality specifi
cations before U-233
can be introduced into
the plant.

2OS-HNO3

Emulsion in 20 Column,
aqueous entrainment
from TK-R1 due to
high acid 200 .

Minimize 2OS-HNO3
while spinning R
Cell.

Dip tube
Interfaces (j 6 ,
H3, J7 and K3)

Dip tubes can "see"
air-water or airsolvent interface.

Confirm column overflow
at receiver vessel.
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The Equilibrium Shutdown is used for temporary outages ( 2b to
hours) for minor maintenance work or in the event that the solvent
extraction battery (or any one cycle) has to be shutdown as rapidly
as possible without significant product loss ( i . e . , not on an
emergency basis - see section C below). The Equilibrium Shutdown
is designed to reduce the U-233 inventory in the various vessels to
safe levels to avoid problems during the following startup.
The Extended Shutdown is performed on those occasions when the
solvent extraction cycles require extensive maintenance or flushings.
The solvent extraction cycles are stripped for extended periods of
time in order to remove the bulk of the products from the system.
During an Extended Shutdown sequence, the solvent is displaced
from the columns, the concentrators containing product waste
solutions are emptied, and, i f required, the columns are emptied.
The stripping time and column condition required for each column
under the two types of shutdowns are shown in Table IV. The same
procedural sequence shown in figure H is followed for either type
of shutdown.
The Equilibrium and Extended Shutdowns are discussed in greater
detail below. First the Equilibrium Shutdown is discussed more or
less sequentially. Certain specific items requiring some attention
oia the part of the Process Control engineer are listed. The
Extended Shutdown is then discussed by way of contrast rather than
in a sequential fashion. The Headend Operation is not included as
it is essentially a batch process. The Solvent Treatment and Waste
Handling and Acid Recovery systems are excluded since, aside from
timing, the shutdowns are essentially the same as for uraniumplutonium operation.
1.

Equilibrium Shutdown
In an Equilibrium Shutdown, the Codecontamination and Partition
Cycles are shutdown one column at a time. Ihe HA column is
stripped for 30 to 75 minutes. The 30 minute period is the
minimum to get the HA column down. The 75 minutes strip is
preferable in that this period coincides with the desired T-J6
stripout. I f the shorter strip period is used, synthetic U3XF
must be made up to provide solvent to the Partition system for
the required 75-minute strip. This synthetic 1BXF is H00,
added to TK-J2 and, in turn, Jetted to TK-J3. A special
operating procedure has been issued for this contingency
(SOP 131.03). After the j 6 strip is completed, the solvent
is displaced to T-H3 and the j 6 column is shut down. T-H3
and T-J7 are then stripped and shut down.
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TABLE IV

NOBMAL SHUTDOWN ITEMS
EXTENDED
Solvent
Displaced

Stripping
Time

Columc

Stripping
Time

T-H2 (HA)

30-75 mins,

I f only for 30 mins.,
make up synthetic IBXF
via TK-J2.

No

2 hours

Yes

T-J6 (1BX)

75 mins.

Note HA above.

Yes

o2}u-233 <0.1 gr/gal
* 3jTh <0.01 lb/gal

Yes

T-J7 (IBS)

20 mins.

IBS set at 150# rate
sheet flow 45 mins.
after HAF is off.

No

Same as J 6

Yes

T-H3 (1C)

45 mins.

45 minutes after j 6
solvent displaced.

No

Same as

Yes

T-K2 (2D)

20 mins.

No

90 minutes

Yes

T-K3 (2E)

15 mins.

No

Same as

Yes

T-J22

3 hours

No

6 hours

T-J23

Same as 322

No

Comments

15 mins. after 2DX off.
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J6

K2

Until 2BU U-233

Solvent
Displaced

Optional
Optional

<1 x 108 c/min/
gal
T-Ll

3 hours

No

6 hours

Optional

T-L2

Same as LI

No

Until 3BU U-233
<1 x 108 c/min/
gal

.bptional
►D
no
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When E-J8-1 ceases to overflow, the K1 inventory is worked off.
The 2DF is shut off and K2 is stripped out. When the K2 strip
is completed, K2 is shut down. After the 2DX is shut off, K3
is stripped and shut down.
After the 1CU stream is shut off, the E-HU-1 concentrator is
cooled as quickly as possible. Care must be taken at this
time to avoid further concentration of the HU inventory. The
solution inventories in TK-J1 and TK-J21 are worked off, down
to minimum pump heel, and the 2AF is shut off. The Second
Uranium Clyde is stripped for the prescribed period of time
and shut down. When the 2BU stream is shut off, the inventory
in TK-J5 is worked off and the 3AF is shut off. The 3A and
3B columns are stripped and shut down.
During an Equilibrium Shutdown the following items should be
noted:
. Approximately 10 minutes after shutting off the HAF, the HAO
should be shut off. The 1BSU in TK-J2 is to be periodically
jetted to TK-J3.
. Approximately 1+5 minutes after the HAF is shut off, the IBS
flow should be set at 150# rate sheet flow. This is to
prevent the loss of uranium to the Second Thorium Cycle.
The decrease in thorium concentration results in poor
"salting" strength in T-J6 and T-J7. The extra solvent
should compensate for the reduced uranium extractability
and the extra U-233 stripped from T-J6 .
. During the displacement of the T-J6 solvent the organic specific
gravity cannot always be trusted to accurately "see" aqueous.
If v.he specific gravity should level out at an intermediate
level, check the 1CU loading pressure for an increase to con
firm the J 6 solvent displacement. (MOTE: this method should
be used on any column where the solvent stream out of the top
feeds another column, and the organic specific gravity is
questionable.)
. As soon as preparations begin to shut off the 1CU stream,
the steam flows to the E-HU-1 tube bundles should be reduced.
Extreme care should be taken to avoid concentrating the E-H4-1
contents. The critical mass limitations on U-233 and nitric
acid concentrations are quite stringent (see Section IV, part
C ).
3.

Extended Shutdown
The Extended Shutdown differs from the Equilibrium shutdown
in the following ways:
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. As shewn in Table IV above, the stripping times are considerably
longer.
. The solvent is displaced from the columns.
. The concentrators are emptied of product or waste solutions and
the solutions treated in the subsequent process operations.
. The first cycle shutdown is not by column, as is the case for
an Equilibrium Shutdown, but rather by system. That is , the
HA column is stripped and shut down. Then the partition system
is stripped until the TK-J3/TK-J2 product reaches a certain
level, and then the system is shut down. The Second Thorium
Cycle is also stripped and shut down as a unit.
. The Second and Third Uranium Cycles are not stripped and shut
down as systems, but rather by individual column. That is,
the 2A and 3A columns (in turn, after the respective feed
streams are shut off) are each stripped for a fixed period
of time and shut down. The respective 2B and 3B columns are
then, in turn, stripped to a U-233 level of 1 x 108 c/min/gal
in the respective 2BU and 3BU streams and shut down.
. Finally, after the Extended Shutdown is completed, any column
may be emptied for flushing or repairs. (NOTE: T-H3, T-K2,
T-K3, and T-J23 should not be permitted to remain empty.
Each cartridge contains plastic plates which must remain wet.)

C.

Other Transient Conditions
1.

Emergency Shutdown
In the event a serious problem occurs such as air, water, steam
or electrical outage, the operation has to be rapidly and com
pletely shut down. This occurrence is to be handled by the
applicable Emergency Shutdown Procedures and Check Cards. The
Emergency Shutdown Procedures essentially shut everything off.
The primary concern is cessation of flows. Since, under normal
operating conditions all solution inventories are below the
respective critical mass concentrations and inventories, immediate
cessation of all flows should preserve this state. Difficulties
may arise, however, in the event of failure to close a column
letdown valve, such as the 1CU DOV, which could allow solution
to continue to accumulate in a tank. Failure to "crash" the
E-HU-1 concentrator rapidly enough could cause over-concentration
of the solution inventory and might result in exceeding the
criticality concentration limits for U-233 and nitric acid.
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Startup from an Emergency Shutdown should be covered by special
instruction. Serious product losses and/or gamma bursts can be
expected i f the solvent extraction columns have been sitting in
a stagnant condition with the aqueous and solvent phases com
pletely disengaged for any appreciable length of time.
2.

Shut Down to

Flush T-H3 (1C Column)

As previously mentioned, the 1C column stability may deteriorate
due to accumulation of solids (Th-DBP) on the cartridge. Should
this condition reach the point where the column L/V drops to an
unacceptably low value, the column contents can be stripped of
U-233 and shut down with a minimum of stripping in the rest of
the plant. A special procedure (SOP 132.09) has been issued
to cover this eventuality. The procedure calls for shutting the
rest of the first cycle down by Equilibrium Shutdown, shutting
down the Second Thorium Cycle by Equilibrium Shutdown,
stripping the contents of T-H3 with 1CX for two hours and
shutting down the 1C Column by Extended Shutdown. The HU con
centrator will be run on sealpot water. The Second and Third
Uranium Cycles may continue operating or be shut down by
Equilibrium Shutdown.
As is the case anytime the 1C column is to be shut down, the
steam flow to the E-HU-1 concentrator tube bundles should be
cut back prior to shutting off the 1CU flow and switching to
sealpot water. The contents of E-HU-1 should not be per
mitted to over-concentrate.
3.

Stripping the Second Thorium Cycle
During the course of the thorium run, the stability of the
2D and 2E columns may be impaired by the accumulation of
Th-DBP solids on the cartridges (similar to the T-H3 problem
discussed above). In the event of a partial flood in one
of the two columns, the system can be stripped for a short
period. Past experience indicates that a short strip may
stabilize the flooded column.
Essentially, the strip consists of:
. Shutting off the 2DF,
. Raising the 2DIS to full flow and/or cutting the 2DS (to
increase the nitric acid concentration in the system), and
. Jetting the excess inventory in TK-K1 to TK-E6 as necessaiy.
Once the partially flooded column has stabilized, the 2DF
flow can be turned on and gradually raised to flowsheet value.
The 2DS and 2DIS flows should then be set at proper values.
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Shutdown Due to 2BU Jet Failure
Failure of the 2BU jet results in the recycling of 2BU "back to
TK-J21. Should attempts to restart the jet prove ineffective,
the solvent extraction battery must be shut down before the
U-233 inventories in TK-Jl and TK-J21 exceed criticality con
trol limits. The following shutdown sequence is recommended.
. Shut off 2AF;
. Strip Second Uranium Cycle for 45 minutes and shut down;
. Shut off the TK-Jl to TK-J21 flow;
. Begin sampling TK-Jl on an hourly basis for AT;
. Shut down Co-Decontamination and Partition Cycles by
Equilibrium Shutdown;
. Work off the contents of TK-J5 and shut down the Third
Uranium Cycle per Equilibrium Shutdown Procedure;
. Shut down Second Thorium Cycle per Equilibrium Shutdown
Procedure.
The primary concern is to avoid exceeding the TK-Jl criticality
prevention limits. The limits are 8.2 Kgs inventory and/or a
concentration of 3.6 grams per gallon. At the flowsheet U-233
concentration and rate sheet 2AF flaw, there is more than
sufficient time to complete the Equilibrium Shutdown of the
Co-Decontamination and Partition Cycles.

5.

Rate Changes
During the course of the thorium campaign, the plant operating
rate may be changed by special instruction. Such a change
might be a decrease in plant rate to reflect decreased column
stabilities, or an increase in plant rate after such a problem
has been corrected.
During an increase in the plant rate, the following items must
be of concern to the Process Control Engineer:
. The transition must be made in the same sequence as a startup.
That i s , the Second and Third Uranium Cycles must be changed
first. Then the T-H3/E-H4-1 system flow rates can be
increased. Then proceed with the rate increase through T-J6 ,
T-J7 and finally the HA Column. When the E-J8-1 overflow
begins to reflect the changes made upstream, the Second Thorium
Cycle rate adjustments should be made.
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. As soon as the Second and Third Uranium Cycles are stabilized
at the new flow rates , the T-H3/E-H4-1/TK-Jl system must be
flow balanced. (This must precede any increase in the U-233
mass throughput.)
. Close coordination between the lab and operating personnel
is required for timely 1CX and 1BX nitric acid analyses, U-233
levels in the various streams and vessels sampled, and nitric
acid sample results around E-H4-1. Care should be taken to
maintain the column L/Vs at flowsheet ratios during the
transition.
For a decrease in the process rate the sequence is similar to a
shutdown. The transition originates with the HA column and pro
ceeds downstream as the product levels drop off in the partition
system, Second Thorium and Uranium Cycles, and the Third Uranium
Cycle. As above, timely sample results are necessary to monitor
acid concentrations and product level changes in the various
vessels and streams. Also, close attention should be paid to
maintaining column L/Vs at proper ratios during the transition.

6.

Second and Third Uranium Cycles at 1.0 C.F. - Rest of Solvent
Extraction at Lower Rate
In the event that the Second Thorium Cycle or the 1C column
operation becomes marginal and an outage for flushing is
undesirable, a modified flowsheet can be used. This modified
flowsheet involves maintaining the Second and Third Uranium
Cycles at a 1.0 C.F. and cutting the thorium throughput to
whatever rate is necessary for satisfactory operation. Item
4 above covers the important aspects of the rate transition.
The difference in 1CU flow is compensated for with sealpot
water or by decreasing the steam load to the H4 concentrator.
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